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CRITICAL MASS
The continuous need to improve safety on the ramp while harmonising standards is recognised by
airports, airlines and service providers alike – and the mood is optimistic, Megan Ramsay suggests

ne of the key safety tools available to all parties
using the ramp is the International Air Transport Association (IATA) Ground Operations Manual (IGOM). This guide outlines recommended
practices, the objective being to improve safety and prevent aircraft damage – as well as improving efficiency in
general. According to Chris Goater, manager, corporate
communications for Europe, Middle East and Africa at
IATA, accidents cost the industry US$4 billion every year.
Goater goes on: “IGOM is integrated with ISAGO – the
IATA Safety Audit for Ground Operations – and helps handlers to achieve ISAGO certification. It’s the core manual
for all ground operations. The more people use it, the more
effective it is, because it gets all operations up to the same
standard. Our target for 2015 is to get 35% of all IATA members to use IGOM and to start implementing it. We have
over 260 members in total, accounting for 83% of all global
air traffic movements.
“IGOM is important because if people are dealing with
different manuals and requirements depending on the airline, there is more chance of mistakes happening. We’re
trying to standardise across the airlines, so the guys on the
ramp don’t have to memorise lots of procedures.”
IATA’s IGOM suggests the best way of doing things is
arrived at through working groups to iron out inconsistencies and take the best from the various approaches of those
groups. Goater notes: “Some airlines are very fixed on how
they like things done; however, we can’t wait for everyone
to agree on every point – we have to go with critical mass.
The onus is on our board carriers (there are around 20) to
show leadership. I’m confident it will gather strong momentum. At the Istanbul ground handling conference this
year, a big element for us was to show the benefits of IGOM,
including a workshop on implementation.”
IATA has a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with
Airports Council International (ACI) to work on a number
of issues, including security and ground operations. Ultimately, it is the airlines that decide how they want their
Continued on page 2
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aircraft serviced, so IATA has to get them on board with IGOM before
extending the process to handlers and other service providers. “It’s a
continual process of outreach; it is collaborative, but ultimately it’s up
to the airlines” to drive the initiative, Goater insists.
According to Angela Gittens, director general of ACI World: “Collaboration is the foundation upon which the industry is building a safe, secure and sustainable future. ACI World’s offices in Montreal are in the
same building as those of IATA and located just across the street from
ICAO (the International Civil Aviation Organization). In fact, the impetus
for our move to Montreal from Geneva in 2011 was to work in closer
collaboration with ICAO, and we’ve achieved this objective. From coorganising events with both ICAO and IATA and working on projects arising from an ACI-IATA memorandum of understanding signed in October
2013 to participating in ICAO meetings, working groups and sessions,
ACI is seen as a trusted partner that is well aligned with ICAO, especially
where the priorities of safety and security are concerned.”
SUPPORT
National regulators are “deﬁnitely” supportive of ACI’s safety aims, Gittens says. “Through our published best practices, ACI has proven to be
able to set high standards. Regulators recognise this and often want to
be associated with us in order to stay current and learn how our industry
safety practices are improving.”
ACI’s APEX in Safety programme is becoming very popular and in
some cases is now considered a ‘’must do,’’ especially for airports seeking aerodrome certification. ACI has performed reviews at airports that
serve a very small number of passengers a year and others that serve
more than 80 million.
The need for the APEX programme, which features airport experts
with experience of the challenges involved, is twofold. First, national
regulators do not usually have the necessary in-depth knowledge of managing airport safety while taking into account operational, financial, human resources and risk management. Operators are developing their
own expertise in order to incorporate safety regulations within their
operational capabilities.
“Furthermore, a regulator will simply note non-compliances and ask
for a corrective action. The APEX programme brings in experts to make
observations and give recommendations in order to meet the regulation
or help the host airport on the spot by sharing an industry best practice,”
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For the handlers and other service providers,
we assess the issues facing GSE operators
when it comes to ensuring spares are either
on hand or at least readily accessible for their
equipment and analyse that most important of
challenges for all airside operators – ensuring
safety on the ramp.
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The issue also takes a fond look back at inter
airport in Munich in October, rounding up just
some of the highlights of this always hectic
exhibition, and we ﬁnish with Airside Update,
our usual round-up of the best of the news from
the past couple of months.
We hope you enjoy the issue.
Exploring GSE, airﬁeld equipment and infrastructure
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“ACI has proven to
be able to set high
standards. Regulators
recognise this and
often want to be
associated with us in
order to stay current”
Angela Gittens
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Gittens points out.
For instance, through its membership of ACI Asia-Pacific (one of the
five regions of Airports Council International), Hong Kong International
Airport (HKIA) can share its experience and best practice with other airports in the region through working groups, seminars and conferences.
ACI Asia-Pacific is based in Hong Kong and represents 99 members operating 573 airports in 47 countries in the Asia-Pacific and Middle East
regions.
INCONSISTENCIES
Apron management is not regulated for an airline or a ground handler.
For example, some airlines may require one wing walker and another may
ask for two, while ground handlers may ask their workers to chock their
equipment at all times when parked and others may not. Most of these are
industry best practices but they are not requirements.
For large multinational handlers present at various airports it is possible to achieve a degree of consistency from one location to another. For
example, Swissport strongly pushes standardisation across the organisation and across the globe under the label ‘Swissport Formula’. Luzius
Wirth, executive vice president ground handling and group services, explains: “Swissport Formula describes the way we work – from processes
to procedures to performance management. This includes safety and
health as a key priority. Our Integrated Operations Management System
has been set up to ensure consistency across our global network, and to
guarantee our operations run safely. It provides our staff with proven
guidelines and instructions.”
Other aspects include Swissport’s operational processes, which have
been standardised across the globe and are in full compliance with industry best practices such as IGOM. Swissport provides training that
builds upon its standard operating procedures, so that its staff know and
carry out all procedures essential for safe handling.
Furthermore, Swissport’s Safety Management System drives continuous
improvement in safety and quality, working both to prevent incidents and
accidents and to keep on learning from any incident that may still occur.
Last but not least, Wirth observes, Swissport’s Standardised Operations Management System “builds the basis for all our locations. The
application of our standard operating procedures is mandatory for every
single station in the Swissport network. Of course if local regulations or
customer requirements go beyond our global standard the stations will

add this on top. Additionally, we closely monitor our operational performance with regards to quality, health and safety using standard KPIs
(key performance indicators).”
Unlike handlers, “Airports need to ensure they apply the proper
wingspan clearance distances on all of their taxilines, taxilanes or parking gates depending on the aircraft category,” Gittens points out. Another difference is that every airport needs to have a foreign object debris
(FOD) programme for all stakeholders to apply, while fuelers or caterers
are not required by regulation to have such a programme.
ACI has been working hard to encourage airports to share best practices in order to standardise methodology and compliance around the
world. The organisation has published documents promoting best practices on apron markings, emergency procedures and planning, wildlife and airside
safety. APEX in Safety is now taking
all of this to a new level by promoting these practices on site
and by collecting the information through observations
during its reviews. This helps
identify gaps and allows ACI to
work on new areas of improvement and on generating new
ideas to mitigate risk.
Gittens emphasises that
safety across all aspects of an
airport’s operation is the overarching priority. “A chain is only as
strong as its weakest link,” she says,
“and sacriﬁcing safety in one aspect of
operations does a disservice to the hard
work put into making other aspects
as safe as possible.
“The airport operator
needs to take into
Luzius Wirth,
account all stakeexecutive vice
president ground
holders’ needs in
handling and group
order to be safe
services at Swissport
and efficient. At
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the same time it has its own limitations to factor in, such as terminal
facilities, infrastructure development and upkeep, for example. Airports and their stakeholders have succeeded in finding methods to
enhance their efficiency and share their concerns, making it easier to
move forward.”
A spokesperson for Airport Authority Hong Kong (the AA) notes that
safe operation of HKIA is achieved through the concerted efforts of the
AA, airlines, aircraft manufacturers, air traffic control organisations and
other key stakeholders. The AA regularly reviews various standard operating procedures that cover all parts of HKIA’s operations on the airfield,
on the apron, at gates and in maintenance areas.
The AA implements a safety management system (SMS) according to
the SMS framework stipulated in ICAO Annex 19. The SMS framework
includes four components, representing the minimum requirements for
SMS implementation. These are: safety policy and objectives; safety risk
management; safety assurance; and safety promotion.
The spokesperson insists: “It is the duty of the AA employees, contractors, franchisees, licensees and business partners to comply with the
safety measures required by legislation and the AA, and to be responsible
for their own safety and the safety of others. Recognised safety practices, procedures and processes for operations, maintenance and other
relevant activities will be adopted in the management of safety and occupational health. The effectiveness of the SMS will be reviewed on a
regular basis to achieve continuous improvement.”
The AA runs various operational and safety committees and working
groups, which serve to co-ordinate the implementation of the airside
safety with staff and business partners. In addition to running regular
drills and exercises to test the airport’s emergency preparedness, the AA
also conducts regular safety system audits, ramp operations safety audits, joint safety inspections and ramp safety surveillance programmes
to monitor the ramp safety discipline.
Wirth observes: “Airlines, airports and ground handlers are very
much aligned when it comes to health and safety – we all want to avoid
incidents and do what is required to provide our employees with a safe
work environment and to minimise damages to customer property...
Swissport has a strong obligation towards its staff and we aim to eliminate the risk of injuries as much as possible through safe work practices,
leadership and technical training programmes and so forth.
“We see a trend towards an open reporting culture between all stakeholders, sharing of incident related information and increased transparency, which is reflected in higher expectations towards safety reporting.
Each incident is thoroughly identified and the root cause is analysed
with proven methodologies. These insights are important to understand
any shortcoming in leadership, training or procedures. At regular intervals Swissport reviews the root causes to detect shortfalls and is taking
action to continuously improve the health and safety performance of our
operations,” he affirms.
MOVING FORWARD
With new technology coming in, such as composite aircraft, new procedures are required. So-called ‘ramp rash’ was perhaps tolerated to a
degree in the past on aluminium alloy aircraft, but with composites a
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“Airlines, airports and
ground handlers are
very much aligned
when it comes to
health and safety –
we all want to avoid
incidents and do
what is required to
provide our employees
with a safe work
environment”
Luzius Wirth

zero tolerance approach is necessary. This has sparked a rise in technology to avoid collisions – sensors and cameras, for example. IATA’s
Ground Handling Council, which helps write the association’s Aircraft
Handling Manual, is keeping a careful eye on this, Goater says. “The
sensible utilisation of these technologies is something we’d support but
it has to be reliable – and, we have to be careful not to rely on them too
much: we still need people to be properly trained to operate equipment
on the ramp.”
It’s not only technology that is moving on. Swissport has just invested in the development of a new training programme. Its Active Supervision Training is intended to better prepare supervisors for their role and
provide them with the necessary leadership skills.
Supervisors are crucial when it comes to pushing staff to comply with
safety procedures and to create a safety culture on the ramp, Wirth explains. Swissport also reviews and adjusts its standard operating procedures annually based on the feedback of subject matter experts across
its global network and based on the information from safety incidents.
Training modules are adjusted accordingly.
Over in Hong Kong, the AA is committed to continuously improving the safety standards and practices at HKIA by establishing safety
performance targets, reviewing safety performance and authorising
the necessary improvement measures. Thus the setting of safety
objectives and performance targets
is an important planning process:
they describe the desired outcomes
of the safety management system at
various time milestones, as the AA
works toward the ultimate safety
goal of ‘Zero Accidents’.
The AA has established an injuryrelated safety performance indicator,
the Airport Composite Safety Index
(ACSI), which measures the injury
rate among passengers and staff, to
benchmark internally against historical data. Safety, as measured by the
ACSI at the airport, remains a key
performance indicator of the AA, and
forms one of the key elements in the
annual corporate goals. In 2014/15,
the ACSI was 4.85 injuries per million
passengers, down from 5.32 the previous year.
The authority has also developed a comprehensive Emergency
Procedures Manual to cater for possible incidents at HKIA. The manual
encompasses contingency plans for
all agencies involved in responding
to emergencies at HKIA. It serves as a
guide to deﬁne the general functions,
responsibilities and actions of the
AA, government departments, airport
operators and the Airport Emergency
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Centre in the event of an airport emergency.
The AA spokesperson recalls: “In 2014/15, we
staged 30 drills and exercises, including our annual
crash simulation, which involved 750 people and
over 20 government departments. In March 2015,
we organised ‘Summer Blow 2015’, a 650-person
test of our weather preparedness.”
There are specific safety concerns under adverse weather. Together with the ramp operators
and other parties, the AA has further improved
the safety of the aircraft line maintenance staff by
mandating them to use wireless headsets for communicating with the cockpit crew under Amber or
Red Airport Lightning Warnings, and refining the
aircraft pushback arrangement under Red Airport
Lightning Warning.
“A total of 90 training programmes and workshops on topics ranging from business continuity
planning to clinical features of the Ebola virus
disease were held for our staff and business partners. We also conducted regular audits to ensure
safety standards were maintained throughout the
airport.”
The AA is exploring various advanced technology solutions to enhance operational efficiency as
well as to address other operational issues, such as
safety. For instance, over the next few years HKIA
will install GPS tracking on around 3,500 airside
vehicles and other mobile equipment, as well as
CCTV on aprons and in the baggage basement.
The authority is also developing a new IT-based esafety management system, aiming at automating
safety training, enriching the corporate risk register, streamlining accident management and facilitating safety promulgation, to help sustain safety
management.
HKIA handled 64.7 million passengers, 4.4 million tonnes of cargo and 396,000 aircraft movements in fiscal 2014/15. The increase in air traffic
and hence activities on the ramp has led to rising
risk and frequency of ramp-related accidents, the
spokesperson continues. To address this, the AA has
established a year-round Ramp Safety Campaign to
reinforce the safety message to ramp workers.
And to further instil a culture of safety, a new
ramp safety handbook outlining related safety
rules, guidelines and recommendations has been
published and distributed to airlines and ramp operators. The Airside Driving Offence Points Scheme
and Airside Safety Demerit Point Scheme were reviewed to enhance ramp discipline. A Foreign Object Detection (FOD) prevention programme was
enhanced to include a quarterly apron FOD walk
with airline representatives and a ‘no littering’
campaign in the apron area.
The AA has been conducting monthly safety
audits to check compliance with procedures and
the safety discipline of ramp operations. To supplement the audits, the AA has also conducted a surveillance programme and undertaken weekly joint
inspections with representatives from ramp operators on the passenger and cargo aprons. A yearly
Ramp Safety Recognition Award Ceremony rewards
individuals and teams that have made an outstanding contribution to ramp safety.
To further improve the AA’s management of
ramp safety, a safety rating scheme is being developed to better track the safety performance of major ramp operators.

On-stand at HKIA
credit: Hong Kong International Airport

best practice and harmonisation – building
up that critical mass that Goater recognises as vital to successful standardisation.
The strong working relationship between
ACI and ICAO makes for a promising future
where continued harmonisation of safety
standards is concerned, Gittens adds.
“Safety has nothing to do with size or
financial resources; it’s a mindset. An airport can be open for one flight a year and
could still be unsafe. Airports are always
looking to reduce the risk to lowest possible while taking into account all sorts
of factors, including efficiency, capacity
or financial resources. Regardless of the
type or size it always comes down to an
airport’s approach toward cultivating a
safe airport environment and a culture of
safety,” she believes. Q

REVEALING

THE NEW RANGE OF ELECTRIC AND HYBRID TRACTORS

Photo : Gregor Schläger.

FOR ALL PURPOSES AND SIZES, EVEN WIDE BODY AIRCRAFT
Now Kalmar Motor makes it possible to move commercial aviation aircraft of all sizes with cost saving and

CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT
In conclusion, Gittens considers: “As time goes by
we will continue to ﬁnd new ways of doing things
better. We all know the old saying ‘safety ﬁrst’, but,
in the past, efﬁciency was often becoming more of
a priority. Now, the industry includes safety cases in
every decision it makes.
“Technology or new equipment can help us do
great things, but safety objectives always need to
be the foundation. Through safety management
systems, airports will be able to identify precise
needs for training or equipment purchases simply
because they will understand their vulnerabilities
better than anyone else.”
The growing popularity of the APEX programme
makes it an effective vehicle to promote industry
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environmentally friendly hybrid drive vehicles. During deceleration the electric motors function as generators
charging the batteries, transforming the aircraft moving mass into energy.
Read more about this invention and our other products at
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Welcome to your innovative partner
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Securing vital
operational back-up
Unglamorous and sometimes disregarded the requirement may be,
but having readily available spares for GSE really is mission-critical.
Get it wrong, and at best the outcome will be a delayed aircraft and
angry passengers. At worst it could lead to damage to aircraft or even
accidents. Chris Lewis reports

N

o one gets particularly excited by items like starter motors
these days, but our attention was brought to a major international airport at which three pieces of GSE equipment had
gone up in ﬂames. At least one of those ﬁres might have spread
to nearby aircraft with catastrophic results. Fortunately, all three separate ﬁres were quickly extinguished and there were no injuries or serious
after-effects, but the outcome could easily have been very different.
An investigation revealed that the cause of the various ﬁres was chafing windings in GSE starter motors; further probing apparently suggested
that the motors may have been rebuilt by a supplier who had tried to wind
the motors by hand rather than by using machinery.
With the beneﬁt of hindsight, this was possibly a case of an apparently
cheap option actually turning out much more expensive then anyone bargained for. Buying new starter motors or fully certiﬁed reconditioned ones
might have been much more cost-effective, given that the investigation
into the ﬁres took up ten months of valuable management time. It also
illustrates how far due diligence and quality audits may need to reach if
they are to uncover potentially serious problems.
One of the problems with GSE spares is that they are exactly the sort
of so-called ‘fat’ that cost-conscious management teams like to pare down.
Huge stocks of miscellaneous items, often managed on a ‘just in case’
rather than a ‘just in time’ basis can quickly become an out-of-control expense. Spares are hard to manage. They can also be stolen (tyres might be
the right size for local cars or pick-up trucks, for example).
At the same time, if a vital piece of GSE is unavailable because of a
spares shortage, it could lead to a disgruntled airline switching handlers,
or even airports.

The director of safety and quality assurance at Bangkok Flight Services, Maurizio Anichini
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“Yes, parts management
companies are out
to make a proﬁt,
but I think there are
big beneﬁts to using
them. It’s not an easy
calculation to make, but
you have to understand
the total cost of
ownership – and it could
be money well spent”
Maurizio Anichini

NIGHTMARE
Maurizio Anichini, director of safety and quality assurance at handler Bangkok Flight Services (BFS),
admits that GSE spares can be a bit of a nightmare,
with “too many of one type, and not enough of another”. He believes that there is a lot to be said for
using companies such as Sage Parts, which take over
the burden of managing GSE spares, although sceptical management ﬁrst has to be convinced that the
margin such companies charge is worthwhile.
Anichini points out that there is more to spares
management than a simple cost calculation; the
information a spares management company can
provide represents a valuable insight into how well
equipment is performing, and such a partner can
also help ensure that proper preventative maintenance is carried out though service level agreements (SLAs).
Simple things, like ensuring that oil is changed
when it should be, can greatly prolong GSE life. Not
only will this save money in the long run, but more
satisfied airline clients will ultimately lead to greater revenue. “Yes, parts management companies are
out to make a profit, but I think there are big benefits to using them,” says Anichini. “It’s not an easy
calculation to make, but you have to understand
the total cost of ownership – and it could be money
well spent.”
Sometimes GSE parts failures can tell you something about other problems at an airport. For example, if towbar shear pins are frequently failing (they
can be designed to break in situations in which the
tow truck is exerting too much force on the aircraft)
that might be a sign of ‘soft’ spots in the tarmac or
an uneven pavement.
The supply of GSE spares is recognised as a
small but difficult niche area. Compared with
industry verticals like cars or mobile phones,
volumes are tiny and there are only a handful of
companies that specialise in the area, and probably only one – Sage Parts – that operates on anything like a global scale.
Maintenance of GSE spares is often still performed by operators themselves, though the concept of having a third party do it is slowly gaining
ground, at least in some parts of the world. Some airlines and handling companies have started to hand
over their spare parts inventories and operations to
specialist companies, which take away some of the
costs and associated management headaches.
The problem with GSE spares – as indeed with
maintaining inventories of parts for any complex
piece of equipment – is judging the likelihood of a
component breaking or wearing out, and weighing
that up against the consequences of the GSE equipment going out of action. Another factor to be considered is whether a component can be shipped in
from a supplier within an acceptable time frame.
For a major handling operation at a big airport, it
is easier to maintain large stocks of GSE spares. Also,
as these tend to be in major industrialised countries,
there is possibly reasonably ready access to spares
held by manufacturers and distributors, where these
are not directly available on site.
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CHALLENGER 280
The new workhorse for B787 and A350

The CHALLENGER 280 is the perfect solution for
mid-size pushback operations, also for the
upcoming Airbus A350 and Boeing B787 aircraft.

For further information:
+49(0)611 - 880 88-0
www.trepel.com
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Sage Parts aims to “get GSE parts as
close to the end-user as possible”

GSE SOLUTIONS
As well as parts, Sage can provide complete GSE solutions, for example
owning an entire inventory and providing people to manage it, or sometimes a hybrid of the two. Essentially, the aim “is to get GSE parts as close
to the end-user as possible”, says Michael Bloomﬁeld, executive vice president at Sage Parts. The company has a database of over 6 million items
and, perhaps even more importantly, maintains all the relevant, vital information on cross-referencing and compatibility.
Sage can also improve the quality of GSE parts and so reduce the total
cost of ownership, Bloomﬁeld continues. “We are, I believe, the only company to have developed GSE parts so as to make them last longer – and we
employ engineers to help us do that.”
Often, Sage re-engineers existing GSE parts where those originally supplied have been found lacking in some way. Because GSE is a niche sector,
many of the components used started life as parts in completely different
applications such as mining, materials handling or construction, and not
all of them stand up well to the speciﬁc strains imposed on them in airport operations.
It might seem rather a paradox, says Bloomﬁeld, but as a supplier
of parts to airports, airlines and handling operations around the world,
Sage can often enjoy better economies of scale in making GSE parts than
can the manufacturers of the equipment themselves, who often produce
equipment in small batches of perhaps ten or so machines at a time.
This has indeed now been recognised by many GSE original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs), which buy in Sage parts to make their new machines rather than produce them themselves. Sage may well be able to
offer better quality, lower prices – or more importantly, lower total costs
of ownership – as well as shorter lead times, Bloomﬁeld argues. In this,
the GSE industry is no different from the automotive market, where the
companies that supply components used to make new cars and those who
supply spare parts for the aftermarket are usually one and the same.
Sage has been expanding its footprint and now operates 36 stocking
locations around the world, backed up by four distribution centres for the
US, Europe and Asia. “We have been in an aggressive growth spurt for the
past two years,” Bloomﬁeld points out. “For example, we opened up an
operation in Lima, Peru – we see Latin America as a big growth area – and
our location in Singapore is now operational, plus we have a small operation in Macau.”
Sage also recently opened a sales ofﬁce in Dubai – a region it currently
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services by ﬂying parts in from its distribution centres on the frequent
ﬂights to the emirate – but will consider setting up a stocking operation
there soon. Australasia is another area with potential, where “there is deﬁnitely a need for a good GSE parts operation”, Bloomﬁeld says.
SPECIALIST EXPERTISE
Many airlines, airports and handlers have come to realise the attraction
of letting a specialist take on the burden of owning stock and managing
people working in what is quite a specialist area. “We’re pushing very
hard to inform the industry of these new methods,” says Bloomﬁeld – and
there is now a greater openness to the idea of third-party management of
GSE spares.
In some cases, existing labour agreements may not allow outsourcing
to third parties, but Sage can offer hybrid models – for example, allowing
the airline or handler to continue to employ the people, but taking ownership of the spares stock itself. “We can still give them the luxury of a technician being able to walk up to our counter and only taking ownership of
the part when we hand it over to them”, as Bloomﬁeld puts it.
Even where the market is not big enough to justify a Sage stocking location, the company can still streamline the movement of parts to the local airport by reducing freight costs and streamlining Customs processes,
he argues. This approach can work well – for example, in Peru, or North
Africa, which is serviced via Paris.

Sage Parts has a
database of over 6
million items and,
perhaps even more
importantly, maintains
all the relevant,
vital information on
cross-referencing and
compatibility

EFFECTIVE BUDGETING
JBT AeroTech is meanwhile seeing growing investment in older, used GSE
equipment, says aftermarket sales representative Tyler Ringler. “Stations
are now budgeting more effectively for continual maintenance and upkeep on ageing ﬂeets,” he notes.
Centralised purchasing models are emerging which mean that most
spare parts sourcing activity is now being designated to third parties,
Ringler says, adding: “Our JBT Direct eCommerce site allows these high
volume stations to look up parts pricing, check availability and place orders without the hassle of picking up the phone. We pride ourselves on
leveraging our equipment expertise to boast best-in-industry on-time delivery for spare parts orders.”
Successful supply management is the backbone of a bulletproof spare
parts business, whether it is commodity or proprietary parts, he insists.
“We have dedicated aftermarket purchasing and engineering resources
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“We have dedicated
aftermarket
purchasing and
engineering
resources that ensure
we are receiving ISOcertiﬁed parts”
Tyler Ringler

that ensure we are receiving ISO-certiﬁed parts that meet our strict
engineering quality requirements to satisfy the application.”
For JBT, the balance of insourcing versus outsourcing relies heavily on how cost-effective it
is to purchase or manufacture a piece. “Our
purchasing leads maintain excellent relationships with our vendors, and put us at a competitive advantage on bulk discount pricing
that we can pass along to our customers.”
Any engineering change to a part, assembly, or feature on JBT’s equipment is passed
on to its spare parts team. “As our technologies improve on our equipment, the due diligence for us to research various manufacturers of sensors, controllers, and displays
is critical to ensure machine up-time on the
ramp. Differing configurations on newer
machines make this more critical, to ensure
we have proper programming on these types of
spare parts prior to delivery,” Ringler says.
As newer machines enter the market, many fleet
managers also want to upgrade features as well as carry
out general preventative maintenance. This has led to many
field installations of newer technologies on older GSE, such as
aircraft proximity detection systems on loaders (like JBT’s popular
Commander series of loaders).
The rising cost of anti-icing and de-icing fluids has also driven
many managers to invest in more accurate ways to track fluid use.
Remote machine monitoring through telematics can allow for incremental adjustments to blending rates on different trucks to match
changing ambient air temperatures. “Supporting these types of trends
with competitively priced field kits and spare parts is proving to be
beneficial for our customers to stay on top of their GSE operating requirements,” Ringler informs. Q
JBT’s Commander Heliroll replacement kit
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Heavy investment
in major
development
Airports constantly need to invest in new infrastructure and new
facilities, but it is an expensive process. When it comes to building
entirely new gateways the costs can be, unsurprisingly, huge

T

here’s much, perhaps, to learn from how the industry has gone
about building entirely new airports in recent times. Such massive
investments are comparatively rare, and sometimes – as in the case
of Ciudad Real, the white elephant of a gateway near Madrid that is
now being sold off – they represent a salutary lesson.
Northwest Florida Beaches in the US offers a much more favourable example. Opened on 23 May 2010, it was the ﬁrst international airport to be built in
the US since 9/11. The gateway is located in West Bay, northwest Florida, near
Panama City and Panama City Beach. It serves the big US carriers of Delta,
Southwest and United, as well as Silver Airways.
Northwest Florida Beaches is owned and operated by the Panama City-Bay
County Airport and Industrial District. ‘The Airport Authority’ is actually an
independent special district created by the Florida legislature; it operates,
improves and expands the airport’s various facilities – including its runways,
hangars, passenger terminal building, airport grounds and road connections
to the public highway system.

Tarmac Tough
You’re in a tough business. You are responsible for
servicing millions of dollars’ worth of aircraft at a
moment’s notice, in all kinds of weather. Equipment
failure is not an option.
At AERO, everything we manufacture is designed to
go the distance. Our quality is one thing that you
won’t have to worry about.
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“There was an expectation that as soon as the airport opened it
would be an instant success. Certainly we have had our share of
Parker McClellan
successes, but there have been challenges too”

Parker McClellan, the airport’s executive director, has been with
the gateway for five years now. He explains how and why the decision
was taken to build a new airport in West Bay. Before it was decided to
move away from the old airport, Panama City-Bay Co (PFN), consideration was given to extending the runway and expanding the airport
more generally, but because of environmental reasons and the proximity of the local community, this wasn’t really a viable development,
he informs.
While there was certainly resistance from some of the local community to the move – their local asset was moving to become a more
regional asset, McClellan notes – there just didn’t seem to be another
option than to find an alternative site. As luck would have it, the St
Joe’s Company, the largest landowner in the region and possibly in the
state of Florida, was prepared to donate the land on which the new
gateway now stands. The location was carefully selected in a spot such
that, despite being in an area also home to a number of US Air Force
bases, including the large Eglin AFB (Air Force Base), Northwest Florida
Beaches’ operations don’t impact on military airspace or operations.
The new airport was carefully planned from the start as a commercial business. The US$325 million development – the biggest-ever public
project in the area – was financed from a combination of state grants,

Left: Parker McClellan, executive director
of Northwest Florida Beaches International
Airport; right: Northwest Florida Beaches
International Airport plays host to both
Delta and Southwest

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) funds, the sale of the old airport,
a loan from Florida’s State Infrastructure Bank (SIB) and the airport’s
own bank loans.
INSTANT SUCCESS NOT ALWAYS POSSIBLE
“There was an expectation that as soon as the airport opened it would be
an instant success,” McClellan observes. However, that is not always possible, especially with a whole new gateway. “Certainly we have had our
share of successes, but there have been challenges too.”
Amongst the latter was the totally unforeseeable BP Deepwater Horizon oil spill into the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. However, just a few short
years later, Northwest Florida Beaches has doubled the number of carriers that it handles (up from two to four) and monthly passenger trafﬁc
reached a new height earlier this year.
Moreover, success can also be measured, McClellan notes, at least in
part by the number of businesses that are now looking to establish a presence at the gateway, whether they be maintenance, repair and overhaul
(MRO) companies or any other commercial aviation-related enterprise
looking to beneﬁt from growing trafﬁc through the airport. Despite its
distance from any major conurbations, he is conﬁdent: “There are big opportunities for growth now. Bigger than there ever has been in the past.”
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The airport’s master plan is going to develop the gateway further, partly as a response to growing requirements and partly to encourage further
growth. Within the next ﬁve to seven years, the airport is planning to
build a new 7,500-foot cross-wind runway to support its general aviation
business, while a further runway parallel to the gateway’s existing single
runway is another longer term possibility under consideration. The adjective ‘International’ forms part of the airport’s full name and – while
Northwest Florida Beaches does not welcome international services right
now – the capacity and the infrastructure is there to do so. “And so is the
expectation,” McClellan informs.
“The whole community should be proud of the vision that it took to
build this facility,” he continues. Building it was “a stress on the community but you can see its success in the growth of its trafﬁc and the businesses that want to come here. We want to serve the community and to
share in its success.”

Building it was
“a stress on the
community but you
can see its success
in the growth of
its trafﬁc and the
businesses that want
to come here”

Delta aircraft on-stand at Northwest
Florida Beaches Airport

Parker McClellan

GROWING PAINS
It’s not only the construction of entirely new airports that requires largescale ﬁnancing. Gateways that are growing their trafﬁc volumes also need
to fund new facilities and infrastructure to support their expansion.
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac) is one of the USA’s fastest-growing gateways – the fastest-growing large hub airport in the US, it
is said. It handled 37.5 million passengers in 2014 and envisages coping
with 66 million by 2034. Moreover, this year has seen triple the amount of
growth than had been expected. A programme of rapid development has
therefore been essential, both to cope with the current levels of expansion, and to prepare for further growth.
The airport’s Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) brings together
long-term development strategies covering ﬁve, 10 and 20-year future
timeframes. Focus areas of SAMP currently include airﬁeld enhancements
within the existing three-runway conﬁguration, terminal development
and potential expansion, roadway improvements and cargo facility modernisation.
According to the airport authority, the Port of Seattle, Sea-Tac is the
ﬁrst large hub airport in the US to fully integrate sustainability as a primary component of its master planning. Sustainability is taken to include
reducing environmental impacts while retaining economic performance
and working collaboratively with local communities. SAMP is expected
to result in a capital improvement programme and ﬁnancing plan that
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will deliver improvements on the airﬁeld, for terminals and on landside
projects.
AIRFIELD IMPROVEMENTS
On the airﬁeld, Sea-Tac’s centre runway is being reconstructed this year
(a process due to be completed as Airside goes to press), while additional
aircraft stands are also being built. With regard to the former, the project
to reconstruct the 9,426-foot runway has included the installation of a
new light emitting diode (LED) airﬁeld lighting system and an automated
electronic foreign object debris (FOD) detection system. Sea-Tac will be
only the second US airport to have such an automated FOD system.
The reconstruction of runway 16C/34C is expected to be the last such
reworking of a Sea-Tac runway for 40 years, all three of the gateway’s
runways having been built or reconstructed in just the last seven years.
Work on 16C/34C was expected to be completed by the end of October
2015, with the reconstruction having no material effect on ongoing airport operations.
With regard to the aircraft stands and gates, Sea-Tac predicts that 35
additional gates are going to be needed by 2034 (the airport currently
has 88), with 16 of these being additional international widebody aircraft
gates (Sea-Tac currently has 11 of these). The airport has already recently
invested in its freighter stands. In June, the gateway showed off the results
of a $23 million investment in two cargo handling areas north of the main
terminal. These spaces can handle simultaneous parking of two large aircraft, up to and including B747 size.
In respect to its terminals, Sea-Tac is expecting to break ground on
a north satellite renovation early next year – under a project called the
North Sea-Tac Airport Renovation programme, or NorthSTAR. NorthSTAR
will include the addition of further gates at the satellite terminal, increasing the number there from 12 to 20. Funding for the $503.6 million improvement will come from a combination of airline fees and the Airport
Development Fund, as well as a contribution from the facility’s sole airline user, Alaska Airlines. Construction on NorthSTAR is expected to start
in the summer of 2017 and to be completed by Autumn 2018.
Sea-Tac is also planning a new International Arrivals Facility (IAF), although this programme remains at the conceptual design phase. If implemented, the new facility would increase the gateway’s passenger handling
capacity by almost 60% and would nearly double the number of existing gates capable of serving international widebody aircraft. Again, no
local taxpayer money would be used: funding is instead expected to come
through a combination of cash, landing fees and the use of a passenger
facility charge (PFC) – an additional fee paid on passenger tickets typically
to raise funds for an airport’s construction project.
And, ﬁnally, landside projects are expected to entail improvements
to parking and roads at the airport. These various developments are all
about “managing growth”, explains Perry Cooper, the airport’s manager
aviation public affairs. “It’s not a matter of trying to attract more passengers – they are coming – it’s about needing to be smart in how we handle
the effects of the growth and how we meet the needs of the travelling
public in the next ﬁve, 10- and 20-year periods.”
EFFICIENCIES
When it comes to the execution of any major airport infrastructure development programme, there have been – as
might be expected – some mixed results. Vast amounts of
money have been spent by some on new facilities at existing gateways that have proved either not ﬁt-for-purpose
or that have been left dormant because the requirement
that previously existed has passed on. Moreover, entirely
new gateways have been built only to take the form of
expensive white elephants, Spain’s Ciudad Real – conceived as an alternative gateway to Madrid Barajas International – being an example here previously cited.
But, as we have seen above, others have got it right, and
continue to do so.
But when any airport operator considers how to
meet demands for growing capacity at any airport,
whether it be increasing requirements from
passengers or airlines, its ﬁrst thought
shouldn’t be about physical expansion but rather toward investing in efﬁciency, insists Angela Gittens, director general of
Airports Council International (ACI), the trade body that
represents airports right
around the world.
It can be hugely expensive to expand the built environment, she points out,
especially for what might
be termed ‘mature’ airports
in Europe and in parts of
the US, which have very
little space into which they
can expand. ACI believes the
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emphasis can better be placed in many cases on improving the processes
and the technologies, even stafﬁng levels, all of which also contribute in
such a big way to the successful operations of any airport.
For airports to succeed, at least as commercial entities, it’s all about
meeting their customers’ expectations, Gittens points out. Airport operators should be looking at more than just space and infrastructure as
critical factors in meeting their goals, she says – just as important are the
processes and the technologies that they can deploy to meet the needs of
their customers and thereby achieve their own strategic objectives.
Of course, sometimes a physical expansion of a gateway’s infrastructure is needed and, when it comes to the cement and marble side of airport expansion, ACI supports and promotes a number of processes which
an operator should adopt if it is to grow efﬁciently and with the minimum of risk – not least in terms of good master planning in the initial
phase and full ongoing consultation with all the airport’s stakeholders.
Accounting for the strategic plans of a gateway’s airlines in the airport’s
own expansion programme is also highly desirable, though not always
completely achievable – not all carriers wish to divulge their long-term
thinking (and some, at least some of the smaller airlines, may not have
such far-sighted thinking anyway).
The airport operator’s strategy and plans also have to be communicated to all those expected to use the facility, not only to the carriers ﬂying in
and out but to the local community as well. Two-way discussion will allow
for the needs and wishes of all concerned to be factored into the airport
development plan as far as is feasible.
Also vital to any airport infrastructure programme, Gittens emphasises, is the need to build ﬂexibility into the design. It’s critical that the
operator realises that not only will things in the future not be as they are
now, but that they are also highly unlikely to be exactly as envisaged. Security requirements can change, Customs requirements move on, capacity demands can swing wildly, customer and community expectations can
evolve with remarkable rapidity.
But once the decision to invest in new infrastructure is taken, there
are many obstacles to be overcome, not the least of which can be the lack
of space that was referred to above (a situation facing the likes of New
York’s La Guardia and London’s Heathrow, to name but a couple of the
more prominent examples). The local community may have objections on
the grounds of trafﬁc congestion or noise, or the political environment
might not be conducive to further expansion of the national aviation industry (there may be environmental concerns, for example).
Airports will also have to square the circle of keeping aircraft ﬂying
in and out and large numbers of passengers moving through the gateway while any new infrastructure is laid down and potentially disruptive
building work is carried out.
FINANCING
Of course, there is a last resort if these challenges prove insurmountable:
as with Northwest Florida Beaches, to build an entirely new gateway. The cost, of course, of such a development is massive.
Moreover, unless the old facility continues to function,
it has proved very difﬁcult in the past to transition
a commercial airport into anything else (many will
keep operating even though another, perhaps bigger, gateway is built to meet increasing demands
for capacity, while some will continue to operate
but as smaller concerns, perhaps as general aviation or ﬂying training facilities, for example).
Whether an operator is developing an existing
gateway or building an entirely new one, ﬁnancing the project is going to be a major undertaking.
Some governments may be prepared to provide cash,
but that is becoming rarer. Assuming that the state
is not prepared to provide the necessary funding, it
is going to be the private sector to which the existing or future operator will naturally turn.
In some countries, India might be one such, the
regulatory environment can make it difﬁcult to source even
private funding, investors perhaps being unwilling to
stake huge amounts of money on projects that
might not provide a commercially viable
long-term rate of return without an unacceptably high degree of risk. Whatever
the national regulatory environment
in place, what will be crucial, Gittens says, is that governments and/
or regional authorities be very clear
about what they hope to achieve
from any new airport (or signiﬁcantly enlarged one).
They should be transparent
with investors, with airlines
and with the local community
about what the airport is expected to achieve and how it
will do it. Investors in particular will need to be confident in

“Airport operators
should be looking at
more than just space
and infrastructure
as critical factors in
meeting their goals”
Angela Gittens
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the security of their money and that the goalposts won’t be moved partway into the development programme.
Those investors will tend to ﬁt into two sorts of categories: the pension
fund type investors who are looking to secure a reasonable rate of return
over the long term, and the infrastructure construction type conglomerates (such as TAV or Ferrovial) that can have a multi-faceted interest in
the facility and its long-term future. Both will need a high degree of conﬁdence in the long-term viability of the gateway if they are to commit their
money to any major infrastructure development project.

“In all cases, it is
important that
airports engage with
us to ensure major
design and build
projects that best meet
airline requirements”
David Stewart

KEEPING THE CUSTOMER HAPPY
Airlines have, of course, a major stake in airport performance, and
many of them have worked with various airport authorities in regards
to the latter’s development programmes. It is, after all, changing airline requirements that determine many of the changes that airports
need to make in order to offer their carrier customers the service they
deserve.
The International Air Transport Association (IATA), the global trade
association for the airline industry, has therefore also involved itself in
the vital issues associated with gateway development around the world.
According to David Stewart, IATA’s head of airport development, “One
of the key objectives as agreed with our airline members is to participate early, as airports formulate and develop their expansion planning
strategies. Early participation ensures that facilities provided are fit for
purpose and that they offer opportunities for the aviation industry to
grow cost-effectively.”
He continues: “IATA attempts to engage early on with governments,
civil aviation authorities and airport authorities as they plan their aviation infrastructure. It convenes Airline Consultative Committees (ACCs)
to encourage and support ongoing interaction and dialogue between senior representatives of the international airline community and major
airports around the world. IATA also provides ‘peer review’ and other
consulting services to assist agencies with the planning processes.
IATA has updated its Airport Development Reference Manual (ADRM),
which acts as a guide for governments, airport authorities and the consulting community. Designed to provide insight into best practice in
airport development and design, key subjects covered include aviation
forecasting, master planning, terminal design, airfield design and economic and project funding options. IATA is also becoming increasingly

engaged with airports to ensure A-CDM (airport collaborative decision
making) implementation such that airports deliver the maximum possible benefits for airlines.
MULTIPLE AUTHORITIES
Airports do not of course always provide everything that carriers would
like when it comes to their airside infrastructure. Many of them are not,
indeed, free to provide the necessary aviation infrastructure. In most
cases they answer to or must respond to higher authorities such as civil
aviation authorities and governments.
Yet, says Stewart: “The understanding of the need to provide aviation
infrastructure in order to properly support aviation as a key element to
economic growth and stability varies considerably between governments
and jurisdictions. Where the link is understood and supported, airports
are able to respond to and provide necessary infrastructure. Where these
same agencies understand the link between affordable and cost-effective aviation infrastructure, there economic funds also tend to be spent
wisely.
“But, in all cases, it is important that airports engage with us to ensure
major design and build projects that best meet airline requirements,” he
insists.
Perhaps if they always did so, IATA and its members would be more satisﬁed with the results of many airport development programmes. With regard to recent infrastructure development projects, Stewart says: “Unfortunately, there are currently many more poor examples than good ones.
In too many cases, providers of new aviation infrastructure are struggling
against uninformed bureaucracy and misdirected regulation.
“However we have had some joint successes,” he notes. For example:
“Our relationship at London Heathrow has continued to beneﬁt from ongoing ‘constructive engagement’, leading to full involvement of the entire
airport community in planning and ongoing development issues, including the proposed third runway.”
Plus: “We continue to work together with the South African Government regarding airport development in the region. Airports and airlines
continue to beneﬁt from active dialogue in Asia, in particular in Hong
Kong and more recently in Beijing.
“And, in the Americas, international airlines beneﬁt from ACC involvement in Lima, Peru and most recently in Mexico City, as the government
makes plans for a new airport there,” Stewart concludes. Q
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Looking ahead
on airport growth
Michael Grimes, a
partner at UK-based
international law ﬁrm
Eversheds, offers
his thoughts on
some of the bigger
considerations that
will be associated
with future airport
development
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ver the next 20 years, new airports will be developed at a pace unseen
for many generations. Existing airports must adapt to increased automation, better IT and cost pressures that the dominance of low-cost
carriers will exert worldwide.
Already, for many years, airports have needed more than just airline revenue.
Long-established airports have been bolting on car parks and shopping to attract
ﬂiers’ money.
Where governments and municipalities are ambitious for growth, with ﬂexible planning laws, a ﬂexible working population, ambitious industry and land
available for development, new mega airports are being created. These echo shipping ports developed during 19th Century industrialisation, where the port acted
not only as a gateway for products and people moving both in and out but also
as a catalyst for homes, jobs, manufacturing and services provision – and they
became a self-fulﬁlling success. Smaller scale developments are also taking place,
such as signiﬁcant upgrades of landside, airside or air trafﬁc control infrastructure. An airport’s life and prosperity are closely woven with the regulatory and
economic fabric of its host.
When developing infrastructure, those involved should consider the national
and regional policy and regulatory context. Almost inevitably, the private sector
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will participate at every level in the development of an airport through
design, building, ﬁnance and operation. Different countries have different
approaches and more developed economies with detailed legal and regulatory frameworks offer less risk – but perhaps less reward – to investors. In
developing economies, those involved should consider the country’s rules
on tendering and the award of contracts, the rights to generate revenues
by user charges or infrastructure rental and the rules around letting concessions.
Airports generate revenue in many ways, including take-off and landing charges levied on airlines, apron charges for aircraft parking, passenger handling fees and – increasingly – revenues from airport activities
not directly related to ﬂying operations, most notably car parking, leases
of adjacent land to businesses either airside or landside, and rents from
concessions within the terminal. The vagaries of these income streams affect the availability of capital for both upgrades and new builds, and their
respective contributions differ from country to country.
Four key approaches to levering in much need private capital that
have been employed, and will continue to be used, are:
a) Privatisation by ﬂoating an airport company on the stock market or
selling the airport in a trade sale. In countries with a less developed
stock market, the latter is more likely
b) The letting of a concession transferring control of all or part of an
airport to the private sector in order to ﬁnance and run it for perhaps
20 or so years. This gives the private sector a chance to recoup its
capital investment and make a sufﬁcient proﬁt overall. Concessions
can include signiﬁcant works such as building a new runway, new air
trafﬁc control facility or a whole new airport. Sometimes proﬁtable
and unproﬁtable aspects are bundled together into one concession.
Concessions are usually managed by a consortium of an operator, a
construction company and a funder
c) A strategic partnership in which a private sector company takes a
stake in a publicly owned airport and is also awarded a management
contract for aspects of the airport operation, so that it can use its skills
to upgrade performance
d) Management contracts in which the private sector manages aspects of
an airport, such as a terminal or air trafﬁc control

All these approaches need careful consideration of risk and reward, in
order for an airport’s developers to choose both the optimum structure
and then the optimum bidder. Risks differ depending on the degree of
private sector involvement, and risks change over time.
In development, key risks include contractor time and cost over-run,
as well as ensuring compliance with planning laws; in a management contract, key risks will include contractor service failure and compliance with
airport regulations.
During the operations phase, demand and revenue considerations
drive airport economics and many of the drivers lie outside the direct
control of the operator. Without busy airlines, the revenues from car parking and terminal concessions will drop and it is this leverage which lowcost airlines use when agreeing their landing rights. Facing such risks in
some countries, the private sector has required public sector guarantees
of long-term revenues (perhaps paid in nominated currencies to protect
the operator from currency risk).
Airport development, and especially airside working, is one of the most
challenging environments for contractors to plan and execute works. Safety issues are paramount, requiring compliance with extremely onerous
health and safety requirements and the co-ordination of many interfaces.
These risks must be managed by rigorous planning and scenario testing in
combination with strict management of safety rules. On the commercial
side, the consequences of breach could be both catastrophic and costly,
so a careful review of the contractual provisions around indemnities and
insurance is key. However, none of these challenges is slowing the continued development of aviation worldwide. Q

An airport’s life and prosperity are closely
woven with the regulatory and economic
fabric of its host
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Coping with
snow and ice

Fraport’s Roland Schwarz

The world’s airports have to ensure that their runways, taxiways and
stands are free of ice and snow whatever the harshness of the winter
weather. Delayed or cancelled operations is the alternative, one that no
busy gateway wants to contemplate

T

he job of clearing runways, taxiways and parking stands at Frankfurt Airport, one of Europe’s busiest air gateways, is a challenging one. The German hub has 860,000 square metres of runway
(of which the relatively new fourth runway accounts for 115,000
square metres) that must be kept clear of snow, 2.23 million square metres
of taxiways and 4.25 million square metres of apron. If roadways, parking
areas and all other paved areas are included, a total of 8.36 million square
metres of paved area must be kept clear of snow and ice – either completely or to a large extent – by the airport operator.
The gateway’s ﬂight operations extend between 05.00 and 23.00 and
there is barely a minute to spare during this hectic schedule. Yet, 10cm of
snowfall will require 114,000 tonnes of snow (or 6,000 truckloads) to be
cleared from those paved surfaces.
Roland Schwarz, vice president of airport infrastructure – airport facilities and area services for airport operator Fraport points out that in
addition to the sheer scale of the task in terms of the area to be cleared
of snow, the nature of the precipitation is also critical. The northern German winter is relatively warm and the snow that falls tends to be wet
and heavy. That makes the ploughing and blowing effort that much more
difﬁcult than in the case of the more powdery snow that falls in other
locations.
Facing up to the mission during periods of snowfall is the extensive
Fraport winter operations team, at the core of which are three shifts of
snow clearance teams each numbering between 120 and 140 individuals
(although there were actually a total of 1,373 people working across the
Frankfurt winter operations effort for the 2014-15 season). Most of those
individuals drafted in when required are not Fraport employees as such
– they are mostly students, retired people, seasonal farm workers and others who are on call when the weather turns harsh.
Training these men and women – about half of whom will be new to
the job each year – is essential, and Fraport has a seasonal budget of approximately 700,000 euros (US$790,000) set aside for just that purpose.
The major part of that training will relate to readying them for driving
the large vehicles – often as part of a co-ordinated clearing convoy – that
many of them will be required to operate. The individuals involved need
only have a standard driver’s licence, so getting them up to standard for
handling huge ploughs, blowers and trucks is no small feat.

The northern German winter is relatively warm
and the snow that falls tends to be wet and heavy.
That makes the ploughing and blowing effort
that much more difﬁcult
Snow clearance at Frankfurt Airport
credit: Fraport AG
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The ﬂeet is not small. Fraport has 319 vehicles – owned or leased – it
can call on for its winter operations. More than 60 are snow ploughs, almost 60 are tractor units with plough attachments, while 118 are large
3- and 4-axle dumper trucks used to transport snow to the snow pile built
up in a 23,000 square metre area of apron in the south of the hub. That
pile has reached as high as 23m on occasion, and it can be as late as August
before the last of it is melted by the heat of the sun (untreated snow cannot be transported and disposed of off the airport because of its potential
glycol contamination).
The Overaasen snow blowers and Mercedes trucks that make up the
bulk of the airport’s snow clearance ﬂeet offer great beneﬁts of standardisation, keeping down associated training costs and logistical/spare parts
requirements. However, Schwarz will be looking at other manufacturers
for similarly effective vehicles in the future by means of competitive tendering processes, which might allow for further cost savings.
Another challenge concerns stockpiling sufﬁcient de-icing ﬂuid for
the airport’s paved surfaces. Since assuming his winter operations role in
2010, Schwarz has carefully built up Frankfurt’s store of such ﬂuid (this is
just for paved areas, not for aircraft de-icing) either on- or just off-airport.
The stored ﬂuid is kept in motion, to ensure that its constituent chemicals
don’t separate and its effectiveness isn’t lost. It can certainly be kept for
at least four or ﬁve years in such a state, he notes, without degradation.
Schwarz has also been keen to share best practices with other airport
operators. For example, he represents Fraport on the Winter Service Group
of German, Swiss and Austrian airport operators, who meet to discuss
their winter operations and tactics. This group meets a couple of times
a year, the last meeting having been held in Helsinki; the constituent
airports of the group are Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Frankfurt, Helsinki,
London Heathrow, Munich, Oslo, Stockholm-Arlanda, Vienna and Zurich.
MEETING THE CHALLENGE IN HUNGARY
Eastern Europe can face some pretty ferocious winters, and low temperatures combined with frequent and heavy snowfalls can threaten the region’s airport operations. Budapest International Airport in the Hungarian
capital has approximately 2.4 million square metres of apron to clear;
in addition to runways, taxiways and stands this includes parking areas,
maintenance apron, the engine testing area and service roads.
“We have to prepare our snow team before every season to manage
heavy snowfalls,” says Zoltán Ormándi, head of airside management at the

Meeting the challenges
WHILE THE NATURE of on-airport snow clearance might not change
too much year-to-year from a physical point of view, the operating
environment certainly does change, and this can have a profound
impact on manufacturers of snow clearance equipment.
One of the biggest changes in this regard can be an ever-evolving
regulatory environment caused by increasing environmental pressures.
For example, the need to produce ever-cleaner equipment in terms
of emissions has put a major burden on manufacturers of blowers,
ploughs and smaller snow clearance equipment.
The requirement to move to Tier 4 engine emission standards means
that some equipment has to be redesigned to accommodate larger,
cleaner engine technology, notes Adrian Jezzone, sales manager, airport
equipment, for Switzerland-based Zaugg AG Eggiwil. The company’s
engineers are attempting to meet the challenge now, but the changes
cost money – and those costs will almost certainly be passed on to
the customer in the form of higher prices. Moreover, the costs can be
significant in terms of the unit numbers involved.
Away from that challenge, the company’s research and development
effort is constant, Jezzone says, Zaugg is always looking to offer its
customers a competitive edge. In terms of the lower spec nature of
snow sweepers, that can be difficult to achieve, but Zaugg is especially
proud of its more specialised, high-tech blowers that have to work in
all markets – whatever the type of snow (and that can differ markedly
according to the prevailing regional climate, or even just to the time of
day or period of a winter season). O

gateway’s operator, Budapest Airport Zrt.
“Normally the winter season starts around mid-November and we are
on standby until the middle of March. The average annual days of snowfall
is around 25 to 30, and the average snow depth is between 8 and 12cm,”
he explains. Historical data shows that heavy snowfall is typically experienced at the airport between temperatures of 0°C and -5°C. At night, the
temperature only rarely goes below -10°C.
“The aeronautical meteorology service provides the most accurate
weather forecasts in the country, and its weather experts are able to predict snowfall one or two hours in advance. That is time enough for the
clearance team to start salt-spreading to melt the imminently expected
snow,” Ormándi says.
A priority system is used to decide the order of clearance of the gateway’s runways, taxiways, aprons and stands, as decided by the duty airside
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high-performance
cleaning system for
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with the powerful vehicle hydraulic –
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manager in co-ordination with the weather experts.
Leading the way on runway and taxiway clearing is the airport’s runway team, equipped with ﬁve Boschung Jetbroom-T sweepers and an Oshkosh blower working in collaboration. At the same time, between three
and ﬁve sweepers clear apron areas and aircraft stand taxi lanes. Nido
spreaders are also employed as and when necessary (Nido is a regional
product brand of the ASH Group, of which Aebi Schmidt is perhaps the
best-known brand).
Another challenge for the airport’s snow clearance team is to clear the
passenger walkways that link the main terminal building and the boarding gates located on the apron close to aircraft stands.
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‘ROBUST’ OPERATION
Budapest Airport has what Ormándi describes as a “robust snow removal
system”, boasting 35 heavy snow removal machines on continuous standby at the airport, ready for action not only on the airside areas but also to
handle car parking zones and other landside areas.
An hour after any alert of incoming snow, well-trained vehicle operators and an even larger team of manual snow clearance workers are ready
to work. More than 80 snow clearance unit drivers and 120 snow clearance
workers are hired each winter, and the operators take a training course
to prepare for the particular demands of winter driving. The vehicle drivers are sourced in the main from airport-based companies – from ground
handlers, for example.
Supporting that runway team, with its Boschung JetBroom-T sweepers
and one Oshkosh blower with 6,000 tonnes per hour clearing capacity, the
apron snow clearance effort involves ten Schmidt Jetsweepers, and SUPRA
4000 blowers. They are supported by a UNIMOG Compact unit, with deicing chemicals distributed from two Nido units and a number of other
UNIMOG vehicles. Finally, assessing and reporting the ongoing effort is
the duty airside manager in a new Skoda ASFT apron friction testing vehicle equipped with data-collecting sensors.
The airport authority intends to further modernise the apron sweeper
ﬂeet through the purchase of a new sweeper machine equipped with glycol-collecting capability, Ormándi conﬁrms.
‘GREEN’ DEVELOPMENTS
Supporting the snow clearance efforts of these and other airports are the
manufacturers of the blowers, ploughs, anti-icing spreaders and multitude
of other vehicle types vital to their work.
Aebi Schmidt is, says the company’s sales and marketing manager,
Alison Conroy, constantly evolving its product range to take into account
new environmental initiatives and redesigns of its range of de-icing and
snow clearing equipment.
“Environmental impact, and in particular the recovery of de-icing media, is becoming more prevalent in our discussions and meetings,” Conroy explains. “Costs are also important, particularly of the de-icing media,
and therefore the monitoring of usage and accuracy of application are
paramount. Plus, the efﬁciency of the snow clearing equipment is also
very important, maximum brush life being one area where costs can be
minimised.
“Carbon-neutral targets are always in consideration for our new designs and development. New emission requirements also have to be taken
into account,” she continues. Perhaps most notably of late, Aebi Schmidt
has launched a new, environmentally friendly variant of its TJS sweeper
– the Green TJS-C, which runs on biodiesel and gas. The TJS-C, or Towed
Jet Sweeper (Compact), is designed for the rapid and effective clearance of
runways, taxiways and aprons. High working speed and manoeuvrability
are said to be the key assets of the unit. It comes equipped with a snow
plough in the front, a broom in the middle and a powerful blower at the
rear to ensure that snow, ice, slush and water on an apron are almost
completely removed.
Aebi Schmidt worked in partnership with the Volvo Group and Swedavia, Sweden’s national airport operating authority, to develop the Green
TJS-C, which is powered by Volvo engines fuelled by a mixture of biogas
and biodiesel. The goal of the project was to considerably reduce the machine’s carbon footprint.
With the help of special software, it is possible to drive the engines
with a biogas ratio of up to 85%, Conroy observes. The Green TJS-C can
operate without refuelling for over six hours and, depending upon snow
quantity and density, it can work at a speed of up to 50km/h. After several
years of testing, Aebi Schmidt is now introducing this green equipment to
the airport community.

Budapest Airport
has 35 heavy snow
removal machines on
continuous standby
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“Over recent
years we have had
unprecedented levels
of success in Europe
and Asia, and we
have now acquired
two companies in
North America”
Alison Conroy

New equipment designs from America’s Oshkosh, famous for a wide
range of vehicles including military trucks and airport rescue and ﬁreﬁghting (ARFF) vehicles as well as snow clearance units designed speciﬁcally for the airport market, have also reﬂected the increasing pressures
vis-à-vis environmental performance. Les Crook, snow products manager
in the Airport Products Group of Oshkosh Corporation, explains: “New
EPA regulations continue to propel changes by heavy-duty diesel engine
manufacturers. And, to adapt, additional engineering work by snow removal equipment manufacturers, like Oshkosh Airport Products, is required. For example, in 2017 all off-highway and on-highway engines are
required to meet the same emission standard, and all manufacturers will
need to comply with this new stricter standard.”
FLEXIBILITY
Another of the priorities being considered by manufacturers of airport
snow clearance vehicles is ﬂexibility. Ireland-based supplier Multihog (of
which more follows in the article after this feature) is an obvious example
of the importance of this strategy, but other suppliers have also looked
to offer the widest possible range of capabilities in single pieces of equipment. Oshkosh too, for example has placed multi-functionality at the
heart of its ongoing strategies. Crook remarks: “Airports, like all other
industries, continue to seek new avenues to improve performance and
keep runways clear and safe. They, simultaneously, are developing strategies to maximise productivity of airport snow
removal operations personnel. These requirements drive
the need for more multi-function equipment.”
Oskosh’s R&D reﬂects this trend in the market. “The
design and development of our multi-function Oshkosh
HT Tractor and the XT Towed Broom is now complete
and we have started to deliver new units to customers,”
Crook says. “The multi-tasking HT system was designed
with direct input from snow removal professionals; it features various combinations of a wide range of ploughs, underbody
scrapers, material spreaders and tow-behind brooms to meet any airport’s unique
challenges.”
Another priority for Oshkosh with regard
to ﬂexibility has been seen in the ways it has looked

to expand its attachment offerings in terms of both ploughs and brooms.
“Moreover, Oshkosh Airport Products continues to explore new markets
that may require resizing current products larger or smaller,” Crook adds.
“As the world of on-board vehicle electronics and advanced controls
continues to expand, there is a continuous ﬂood of new technologies and
customer options. Oshkosh Airport Products has the resources and in-house
research and development expertise to explore new technologies that will
improve the overall performance of our products, and to offer an expanded
list of choices to support our customers around the globe,” he adds.
ACQUISITION
Away from its organic expansion, Aebi Schmidt is amongst the suppliers in
this sector to have looked to grow their market footprint through acquisition. “Over recent years we have had unprecedented levels of success in Europe and Asia, and we have now acquired two companies in North America
to further develop our business in this area,” Conroy notes. The two companies in question are the North American snow and ice management equipment manufacturers Meyer Products and Swenson Spreader, both of them
formerly owned by the Ohio-based Louis Berkman Work Products Company
and now part of Aebi Schmidt Holding (the ASH Group).
“In addition, we have acquired our own telematics company, which
gives our customers the ability to manage their snow clearing and
de-icing ﬂeets, optimise their use of staff resources and deicing media, and have clear traceability of all actions and
treatments,” Conroy informs. “By monitoring the machines’ activity, it also enables maintenance sections
to manage service intervals effectively.”
After-sales support is also an invaluable offering of many suppliers in this market.
For instance: “Our Total Lifetime Care
ethos runs through everything we do in
supporting our customers, providing
a consultative approach, working
as both a prime contractor and
partner to all the major airports,” Conroy observes. Q
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Multihog MH90

Multihog MXC LP

Multi-purpose,

Multihog

Having considered in the previous article some of the latest offerings from manufacturers such as Aebi Schmidt and
Oshkosh that are dedicated to the on-airport snow clearance market, Airside also talked to Tony Duff, sales manager at
Irish GSE supplier Multihog about his company’s latest product news
Q. WHAT NEW GSE HAS MULTIHOG DEVELOPED OVER THE PAST YEAR OR SO?
A. We have developed four new attachments speciﬁcally for airport

Q. HOW ARE YOU SEEING THE MARKET FOR SNOW-CLEARING GSE CHANGE RIGHT
NOW? WHAT ARE BUYERS’ BIGGEST PRIORITIES?
A. We are seeing multi-functionality becoming ever more important.
Meanwhile, as always, value for money and safety are priorities and, of
course, efﬁciency in winter operations is a big factor for buyers.

application on the Multihog range of vehicles over the past year or so.
The ﬁrst is a box plough – a snow plough with wings on the edge to better
control the direction of snow clearing.
The second is a runway light cleaning attachment that has been delivered to our ﬁrst customer, an airport in the UK. Third is a glycol recovery
attachment that is rear-mounted (again, also delivered to a UK airport).
Fourth is an attachment we manufacture ourselves, and is an addition to
our popular combi snow plough and brush attachment range – this combi
has hydraulically adjustable wings on the plough for better directional
control when snow clearing.
We are also seeing more and more interest from the airports in our
patch planer, which is a very popular attachment for our municipal customers.

Q. WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME ABOUT YOUR PLANS FOR COMING MONTHS?
A. We will be working on increasing our presence in the Chinese and
US airport markets, as well as building on our recent successes in Canada.
Over the past year, we have started offering a lot of new attachments to
airport operators, making the machine more multifunctional than ever –
something that we’ve found is particularly important for smaller airports
with tighter budgets.

Q. ARE YOU SEEING STRONG DEMAND FOR YOUR AIRPORT APPLICATIONS?
A. We have now started selling in Canada, with three major contracts
agreed there so far. First, Toronto International Airport (operated by the
Greater Toronto Airport Authority, or GTAA) has ﬁve units of our MX120
vehicle kitted out with combi snow plough and brush, salt spreader and
snow brush attachments.
Second, Montreal Airport has two MXC120LP vehicles and one MH90
unit, operating with combi snow plough and brush attachments, in addition to a rotary mower and watering arm for summer maintenance. The
gateway is also using a patch planer attachment.
Finally, Winnipeg Airport is also using a combi MH90 vehicle, as well
as an ice-breaker attachment to help remove compacted snow and ice.
Elsewhere, we have also sent our ﬁrst machines to China, to Zhengzhou Airport. It has taken delivery of ﬁve MH90 vehicles: de-icers, combi
snow plough with brush attachments and a sweeper.
Eastern Europe is also a new market for us – we are currently preparing to deliver the ﬁrst tranche of machines to Bucharest Henri Coanda
Airport, which will operate a total of seven Multihog vehicles by 2018,
employing the ever-popular combi snow plough and brush attachments,
snow blowers, de-icers and salt spreaders. On that side of Europe we have
also delivered a machine to Lodz Airport in Poland – it has a lot of attachments for its MX100 vehicle: snow plough, salt spreader, mast, snow
brush, rear tipping body and sweeper.
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Inside the cab of the Multihog MH90

Q. WHAT LONG-TERM TRENDS ARE YOU SEEING IN TERMS OF AIRPORT SNOW
CLEARANCE EQUIPMENT? WHAT ROLE IS MULTIHOG AND ITS R&D PLAYING IN THIS
PROCESS?
A. Equipment is certainly not becoming cheaper. We believe that customers are starting to recognise the value of having quality products for
the unpredictable weather winters inevitably bring.
We are also seeing an increased demand for all-season equipment,
which doesn’t spend six months of the year in storage. Justifying capital
expenditure on quality equipment is easier and makes more sense if it can
be used all year round and in various areas of the airport, particularly with
smaller airports or those processing smaller passenger numbers. With a
large R&D team working full-time, we are always developing and discovering new attachments to meet this trend. Q

Eastern Europe is also a new market for us – we are currently preparing
to deliver the ﬁrst tranche of machines to Bucharest Henri Coanda
Airport, which will operate a total of seven Multihog vehicles by 2018
WWW.AIRSIDEINT.COM
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Showing

Ensuring that all the paved areas that go to make up
the modern airport are well lit and well marked is no
small task. Airport operators take different approaches
to maintenance and acquisition strategies in regard to
airﬁeld ground lighting (AGL) and apron marking, but
there is plenty of technology out there to help them

the wayM

unich International Airport has two runways, both 4,000m
long and 60m wide. All four approaches are category 3B certiﬁed and, to ensure safe and efﬁcient air trafﬁc ﬂows, the
gateway maintains a total of approximately 24,000 airﬁeld
lights – giving pilots the visibility they need under all weather conditions.
The majority of the airﬁeld lights are still of the halogen variety, but
all new installations being made by airport operator Flughafen München
GmbH (FMG) are of the more modern LED type, with individual lamp
control capability. With regard to a preferred supplier: “There are only a
handful of relevant manufacturers active in this market and each of them
has to fulﬁl the requirements of ICAO/EASA (International Civil Aviation
Organization/European Aviation Safety Agency). In the end, it’s a decision
based on the best offer, the need for integration into pre-existing systems
and the after-sales support provided,” explains Christian Loeffelmann,
head of infrastructure outdoor systems for FMG.
At Toronto Pearson International, one of North America’s biggest airports, over 20,000 lights are controlled and monitored through the Greater Toronto Airport Authority’s Airﬁeld Lighting Control System (ALCS).
This customised system incorporates what Humberto Melo, manager, airside electrical for GTAA, describes as “preventative capabilities” for monitoring all the airﬁeld feeders/circuits. The system is also fully capable of
trending data through reports and sending out notiﬁcations which allow
for real-time monitoring of all systems.
GTAA currently uses halogen lights on all its runways and taxiways
(mostly manufactured either by ADB or Crouse-Hinds) but, like FMG, it is
starting to make use of other options. Melo and his team at Toronto are
starting to test some different LED lights. They have already converted all
the apron edge lights to LED and are in the process of converting airﬁeld
signs to the newer technology.

Just part of Munich Airport’s extensive apron lighting infrastructure – behind a very snowy foreground; credit: FMG
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MAINTENANCE AND REPLACEMENT
The maintenance of airﬁeld lighting systems has become more and more
important due both to the increasing number of air trafﬁc movements
being handled and the decreasing availability of ready time slots for maintenance to be carried out. For many busy gateways like Toronto and Munich, most of the work can only be carried out during the night. Melo,
for instance, explains: “Finding windows of opportunity to carry out our
preventative maintenance programme on some of our frequently used
runways and taxiways can be a challenge. Toronto Pearson is growing rapidly and it’s important that maintenance is carried out at a time that minimises operational impact.”
As well as normal everyday wear and tear, caused in the main by sometimes harsh environmental conditions, the prisms of airﬁeld lights can be
obscured by the rubber particles of aircraft tyres, while damage caused
by snow removal operations during the winter also mean there are likely
to be shorter inspection intervals in that season for any airport operator.
There are many ways of monitoring AGL performance and thereby
identifying maintenance requirements. Toronto makes use of a system
called Airport Maintenance Management System (AMMS), but GTAA is currently in the process of retiring that and replacing it with IBM’s Maximo
offering. Typically: “We have many years of data showing a three-year life
cycle replacement expectancy for airﬁeld lights,” Melo informs.
The frequency of routine inspections of AGL has also generally increased over time – in part due to changing requirements laid out by various civil aviation authorities and agencies (EASA, for example) in regard to
airﬁeld lighting and photometric standards. Melo points to new standards
that have been implemented at Toronto this year; new procedures include
increased frequency of photometric testing to ensure that the required
light and colour output of all surface lights are as mandated at all times.
Increased routine maintenance on all relevant ﬁxtures to ensure proper
torquing of in-pavement lighting bolts is also an ongoing focus, he adds.
NEW TECHNOLOGIES
Most of the installed airﬁeld lighting systems at airports worldwide are
still not what could be described as ‘state of the art’ but an airport’s energy consumption and carbon dioxide output can be effectively reduced
by using new AGL technology. Loeffelmann also notes that old FLYCY AGL
primary cables need to be replaced due to their steadily decreasing isola-
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Keysoft shows the way
UK-BASED SOFTWARE COMPANY Keysoft Solutions
has developed new software that allows airside
planners and their engineers to draw complex
runway, taxiway and apron markings in AutoCAD
“more quickly and efficiently than ever before”. As
a result, Keysoft says, airport operators can plan the
markings required for their runways and taxiways
with ease, accuracy and speed.
The AeroSTRIPE CAD application offers a range
of features designed to make users’ lives very much
easier. The software includes a comprehensive library
of line types, text and symbols, pre-drawn to the
correct size and shapes for various locations around
the world that will adhere to both national and any
relevant international industry-based regulations and
standards, such as those of the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAO) and Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), as well as the Airports Council
International Apron Markings and Signs Handbook.
The aim is to remove the need for those designing
airside markings to have to do it manually by means
of standard AutoCAD tools. AeroSTRIPE allows, for
example, for the drawing of an entire runway with
just a single line.
According to Keysoft director Will Baron: “While
AeroSTRIPE does make it quicker and easier to
produce accurate, compliant plans, this is just one
part of its potential. AeroSTRIPE also has a role

to play in designing safer airsides. In addition to
ensuring that airside markings conform to industry
regulations, the software also enables users to
quickly generate 3D eyeline views. Designers can use
this feature to ensure that markings will be clearly
seen and understood.”
It is still early in the new product’s marketing
process, but – says Baron – AeroSTRIPE has already
been through a number of developmental iterations,
thanks in part to extensive consultations with
potential customers. Amongst those is Ireland’s
rapidly expanding Dublin International Airport, he
explains.
Also important has been collaboration with
Transoft Solutions, another designer of CAD software
for transportation engineers. Headquartered in
Canada, it acquired Swedish aviation software
developer Simtra AeroTech in early 2014. Transoft
had concentrated on airside swept path analysis and
had worked successfully with Keysoft before. Now,
Keysoft continues to work with the combined entity
to promote and develop products such as AeroSTRIPE
for the benefit of the airside marking segment.
Regular updates of AeroSTRIPE will be supplied as
necessitated by changing national and international
standards, as well as by any changes in CAD software,
Baron informs. O
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Jersey: a case study
ABACUS LIGHTING IS among the major players in the airport lighting
market, specialising in exterior lighting solutions for areas from the
apron to airport car parks. Its expertise has been built on its work with
gateways right around the world, both civilian and military, from huge
hubs such as London Heathrow International Airport and Shanghai
Pudong International Airport to smaller, more remote gateways such as
Beef Island in the British Virgin Islands, Marshall Airport in Cambridge
and – most recently – Jersey Airport.
“Our column and high mast solutions continue to stand strong
20 years on (from their launch), and new installations ensure that
maintenance and operation requirements are met,” says marketing
executive Holly Bolus. Abacus’ lighting offering has also grown to
include more LED solutions for both roads and car parks around airport
sites, along with large area floodlights.
At Jersey Airport, Abacus put together a modern LED lighting design
using the pre-existing HL250 masts. Thanks to what Bolus describes
as the proven durability and reliability of these Abacus Raise and
Lower masts, inspections confirmed that replacement masts were not
necessary and that the existing masts could continue to be used safely
with new floodlighting installed.
With masts already in place, the light fittings needed to meet
suitable lighting levels and have the correct spread of light across the
area between mast points. In order to achieve this, over 30 high-power
AAA-LUX area floodlights from the Abacus AL-Series were used in a
combination of 90-degree and 180-degree beam distributions, allowing
the area to be fully lit without any loss of light. These AL-Series fittings
had the same footprint and weight of the previously used Challengers,
so the use of an LED floodlight that could be retrofitted to the existing
infrastructure kept costs down.
The use of LED lighting reduces energy consumption, while the
innovative AAA-LUX control management system also enables further
energy savings, Bolus notes. AAA-LUX controls all the lighting in the
installation and can be remotely monitored from a central location via
computer; it also runs through push button boxes, sensors and even
smart devices for full control.
The AAA-LUX control system is capable of dimming and switching the
lighting, which – for the needs of Jersey Airport – is ideal, she points
out. Maximum dimming options were available to the airport, with
full zonal dimming of the apron lighting down 50% after the last flight
of the day, around 10pm until early morning, giving staff full control
without compromising the safety of staff on the apron.
The system can be controlled from a touch screen within the control
tower or via control boxes located at the bottom of the masts, allowing
control and plans to integrate into the building management and the
ability to control from the apron, should the lights need to be switched
into emergency mode. Emergency mode brings all lights up to 100%
when necessary, resulting in quick response times for the apron staff in
an area where responsiveness is critical.
Another challenge was posed by the coastal environment of the
airport. Jersey required a robust fitting to cope with the salt in the sea
air, and the die cast aluminium polyester powder-coated body with
integrated heat sink and IP65 seals ensured Jersey Airport had a fitting
that would meet the energy savings and dimming requirements but
require little maintenance over a full potential lifespan.
The Jersey installation represented the first airport project
undertaken by Abacus to feature the AAA-LUX AL-Series LED
floodlights. Currently the AAA-LUX is only available as three-phase, but
developments are underway to produce a single-phase option.
Abacus is also looking to increase the control capability of all its
lighting systems in a similar manner to the AAA-LUX, Bolus confirms. O

On the apron at Toronto Pearson

tion values after 20 or so years of operation.
One important thing to bear in mind in regard to AGL replacement is
to make it as safe as possible for airport maintenance staff, Loeffelmann
argues. AGL series circuit systems are not comparable to normal electrical installations in buildings, because of the lack of safety back-up equipment like residual current circuit breakers. But this depends on the way
in which AGL has traditionally been installed and operated. To minimise
the risk for maintenance staff it is important to keep the AGL on an SELV
(Safety Extra Low Voltage) level when replacing lamps, he points out.
The high cost of replacing existing AGL systems and the implementation of any new AGL system while keeping the airﬁeld running is a major
challenge. The answer is to introduce new AGL in a step-by-step procedure.
Whether or not the replacement of an existing AGL system is ﬁnancially
viable depends not only on the age of the system, but at least as much on
the lamps’ daily operating hours and their usage intensity level.
“LED has, of course, been an important step forward in AGL technology, but there are more aspects which need to be considered” when selecting an AGL system, Loeffelmann argues. A combination of LED, singlelamp control and reduced current outputs are the goal for the near future,
he suggests.
Toronto’s Melo agrees that LED lighting at airports has a big future,
although he also points to the “engineering improvement needed for the
use of LEDs in inclement weather”.
Another big challenge for any new AGL system will relate to the integration of entirely new operational concepts such as the Advanced Surface
Movement Guidance and Control System (A-SMGCS). Programmes such as
‘Follow the Greens’, tested at Frankfurt and involving only the lights on
certain routes being switched on to guide a taxiing pilot, represent “just
the beginning of a new philosophy in AGL”, Loeffelmann suggests.

“The CEDD®
technology is extremely
innovative, unique
and revolutionary in
the way the LEDs are
powered and managed”
Guy Spillebean

SMART CONNECTIVITY
When it comes to AGL, Germany-headquartered airport LED lighting supplier HELLA believes that the main challenges facing airports in recent
times have been to manage an increasing demand for air trafﬁc while
optimising current installations and reducing downtime – and while also
minimising environmental impact through making energy savings and
reducing CO2 emissions. The answer, the company suggests, has been the
progressive introduction of LED technology. On this, HELLA has led the
way, it says, pointing out that it now has the largest installed base of LED
runway lights around the world.
Indeed, says HELLA’s director airport lighting, Guy Spillebeen, the
company has been a pioneer in aviation LED technology, coming from a
leading position as such in the automotive industry. Its portfolio includes
inset and elevated lights for runways, taxiways and aprons, constant current regulators (CCRs), ﬂashing systems, precision path approach indicators (PAPIs) and LED signs.
HELLA’s recent offerings into the AGL market have included inset approach lights and inset and elevated runway edge lights, an elevated Sequential Flash Light (SFL) approach LED system and LED retroﬁt kits for
airﬁeld signs.
Even more recently, HELLA has partnered with Impleo Solutions of the
Netherlands to design innovative LED lights with smart connectivity. The
initial aim is to provide what the former describes as “highly reliable and
very different solutions to well identiﬁed and difﬁcult applications that
necessitate secure and highly reliable communication”.
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Light cleaning
MULTIHOG, BEST KNOWN for its multi-purpose vehicles used for –
amongst other applications – airport snow clearance work, has also
developed a specialist runway light cleaning unit. The equipment is
mounted on a Multihog MX vehicle and sprays a mixture of soda, water
and air on the light before then rinsing it with water.
Each light is cleaned in just one pass and everything is controlled
from the vehicle cabin. The operator/cleaner stays warm and dry,
therefore, whatever the weather. Other cleaning methods often use
high-pressure washing, which can damage the light.
The equipment is already in use at a UK airport, Multihog confirms. O

Contactless Energy and Data Distribution (CEDD) technology offers an
inductive system that enables quick and simple installation and maintenance. According to Spillebeen: “The CEDD® technology is extremely innovative, unique and revolutionary in the way the LEDs are powered and
managed.” CEDD® is the result of collaboration between Impleo Solutions,
which offers expertise in inductive powering and data communication,
and HELLA, which brings its LED lighting and sensor technology in order to – he says – “build a modern and powerful solution to operate the
airﬁeld ground lighting in a safer, cheaper, greener and intelligent way”.
“It offers a low-voltage circuit that is easy and fast to install and at a
much lower cost compared to the existing circuits with CCRs. The communication speed (both ways) offered by the CEDD® system is the fastest and

“LED has, of course,
been an important
step forward in AGL
technology, but there
are more aspects
which need to be
considered when
selecting an AGL
system”
Christian Loeffelmann

the most reliable in the market today and it also provides the capability
to use sensors in the light ﬁxture to measure the behaviour of the light –
proactively providing information to maintenance teams to facilitate the
monitoring and asset management of the equipment. With, for example,
data on temperatures, surrounding vibrations, light intensity, the cleanness of the prisms, this data will deﬁnitely provide a quantum leap in the
maintenance of AGL and reduce the total cost of ownership for airports.”
HELLA is planning further live CEDD® testing with some big European
airports on dedicated circuits. The expectation is that in a few years there
will be entire airﬁelds running on these low-voltage circuits, generating
signiﬁcant energy savings and improving safety conditions for maintenance staff. Moreover, Spillebeen remarks, intelligent CEDD® systems also
allow for improved safety of aircraft operations on the airﬁeld, with proactive immediate switching of stop bars as required, for example, or as part
of an integrated ‘Follow the Green Concept’ that has been discussed for
many years and that has been tested at Frankfurt Airport.
LEDs are the future of airﬁeld lighting – given their quality and improved lifetime costs over halogen predecessors – of that he has no doubt.
But, Spillebeen posits, with LEDs now achieving the desired high intensity
and reliability that allows them to be used as standard on runways in the
same way that they are now ﬁtted on so many airport taxiways, it is now –
more than ever – time to adapt the power support systems. “The classical
high voltage 6.6 amp circuits are not the answer anymore. New and more
economical ways are needed,” he argues. “The CEDD® solution is by far
the most innovative and efﬁcient one coming into the marketplace right
now.” Q

Titan takes ﬁrst place
UK-BASED MIDSTREAM LIGHTING received the winner’s medal in
the interRAMP category at the recent inter airport exhibition held
in Munich in October for its Titan LED Apron Projector, a projector
designed specifically for illuminating an airport apron.
Used in place of high mast lighting, it can increase light levels while
still reducing the power used. The system is also said to require little
or no maintenance for up to a decade. Titan is in use at Scotland’s
Glasgow Airport. O

NO STRESS
You need only one expert to lead
your airport to secure growth.
Our turnkey capabilities help airports address their
greatest growth ambitions and tackle operational
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changing regulations, safety and new technology.
We bundled all our expertise in ADB’s SmartExpansion
Path. It ensures you can count on our full commitment,
from AGL design, products and solutions to system
engineering, training and maintenance, from a trusted
and reliable partner since 68 years.
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Lighting up
the AGL market
Christian Onselaere, CEO of the ADB Group – an airﬁeld technology company providing a wide range of systems
relating to visual guidance at airports – is working hard to realise the Group’s vision of being what he calls a “truly
end-to-end airﬁeld solutions provider”
Q. CAN YOU TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT ADB AIRFIELD SOLUTIONS AND WHAT YOU
STAND FOR?
A. ADB Airﬁeld Solutions forms part of the ADB Group, which since
2014 has included LUCEBIT and ERNI, two companies that we acquired
and integrated last year. The ADB Group comprises three world-leading
airﬁeld technology brands specialising in end-to-end, integrated and sustainable solutions for visual guidance.
We’re present in more than 2,000 airports around the world, across
175 countries. We have a rich history spanning more than 68 years in
airﬁeld lighting, and are pioneers and leaders in LED lighting with an innovative and complete portfolio that redeﬁnes safety, performance, quality, and customer service.
Q. HOW DO YOU DIFFERENTIATE YOURSELF FROM YOUR COMPETITORS?
A. ADB Group is a pioneer and world leader in LED airfield lighting,
with more than 800,000 lights installed at more than 450 airports worldwide. We offer AGL – elevated and inset, normal and low protrusion
– for all airside applications from runway, taxiway and apron to
approach lighting. And we now have the combined strength of
the LUCEBIT and ERNI brands.
ADB is ahead of the technology curve and we design our
LED AGL differently to ensure that our customers get the full
beneﬁt of LED’s characteristics. Our lighting ﬁxtures include
additional water tightness barriers that reduce the risk of
accidental water penetration and improve reliability.
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Ease of maintenance is another big differentiator. For example, LED
lights for the approach are often installed on high masts or poles outside
the airport’s perimeter, and often in difﬁcult terrains. Our LED approach
lighting comes with two cartridges – one for the LEDs and optics and the
other for the electronic components. This ‘plug and play’ design makes it
easier for a technician to replace defective components.
Going beyond just complying with ICAO and FAA requirements, it’s
our focus on developing customer-friendly products and having the ﬁrstmover advantage that differentiates us.

Q. WHAT OTHER PRODUCTS DO YOU OFFER BEYOND LIGHTING SOLUTIONS AND HOW
IS YOUR PORTFOLIO SET TO EXPAND IN THE NEAR TERM?
A. Beyond LED AGL and visual guidance signage, ADB Group’s portfolio
extends to power management solutions and airﬁeld control and monitoring systems. The ADB Power HF is the industry’s smallest constant current
regulator, and its modular design enhances ﬂexibility and scalability, makes
it easier to use and maintain, and – above all – enables airports to achieve
a greener footprint. Our Advanced Power Supply is a unique architecture
that is specially designed for LED airﬁelds. This makes it easier for
airports to transition to LED AGL, by reducing complexity of LED
ﬁxtures and maximising energy efﬁciency from anywhere between 70% to 90%.
Notable recent additions include LUCEBIT’s COSAL range
of International Civil Aviation Organization-compliant systems for airﬁeld lighting power supply, control and monitor-
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Our LED lighting portfolio is designed to weather extreme
environments, from the humidity of Singapore that can reach
as high as 80%, to Russia where the winter temperature can fall
below 40 degrees Celsius or the scorching highs of the Middle East
where the temperature rises to 50 degrees Celsius

ing that includes transformer modules, constant current regulators and related
equipment that offer airports reliability, performance and ﬂexibility.
Furthermore, we have partnerships with strong brands like Exel Composites for frangible airfield structures, FB Tech for photometric measurement solutions, ewo for LED apron floodlighting, Holland Aviation for portable lights and
wind cones, and Luxsolar for obstruction lighting.
Beyond our product portfolio, what sets us apart is our SmartExpansion Path
methodology which makes us an ideal airﬁeld technology partner for airports
looking to address operational, airside-related challenges. We have the capabilities to work as an end-to-end solution and turnkey provider for complex airﬁeld
infrastructure projects.

Q. HOW DOES YOUR SMARTEXPANSION PATH INITIATIVE FEED INTO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PRODUCTS?
A. Products and solutions are a key element of SmartExpansion Path, which
is an integrated approach that looks at airport expansion in the context of eight
domains of airﬁeld operations. These are data-driven trafﬁc management, detailed
audit and survey, intuitive AGL design, innovative products and solutions, robust
system integration, dedicated services and project management, in-depth training
and proactive maintenance. These ‘building blocks’ are analysed sequentially, or
selectively, to achieve ‘no-stress’ growth.
With SmartExpansion Path, our approach is to work with an airport to explore
its current situation, its existing bottlenecks and then to jointly plan a future setup that meets all the airport’s growth aims in the most efﬁcient way possible. The
goals could differ – while energy efﬁciency might be a top priority for one airport,
for another, it might be capacity improvement or addressing maintenance challenges. We supply to the majority of the top 30 airports in the world and one in
two overall; as a result, we are good at understanding the speciﬁc challenges each
airport faces, no matter where it is located or what operational conditions it faces.
Q. WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF USING THE COMPARATIVELY NEW LED LIGHTING OVER
TRADITIONAL INCANDESCENT BULBS?
A. LED AGL is becoming a popular choice as more airports become convinced
of the technology’s beneﬁts. Let’s consider some numbers; moving to LED saves a
million euros per year for an average-size airport runway. By moving to LED apron
ﬂoodlighting, Munich Airport is saving 46% in energy and maintenance costs on
its airplane parking positions. There are also huge energy savings – anywhere between 50% to 90% vis-à-vis conventional lighting. At Xi’an Xianyang International
Airport, China, the move to LED lighting on the taxiway has resulted in nearly 41%
energy savings for elevated taxiway edge lights. Those sceptical about the high
initial investment must consider that their investment can be recovered anywhere
from two to four years, and – in some cases – as low as six months.
Now let’s look at the performance beneﬁts. LED offers better clarity and spectrum emission, as well as constant photometric emission at any steps of light intensity without losing chromaticity. Plus, LEDs switch on instantly – unlike traditional AGL that takes some time to warm up. This ‘Instant-On capability’ improves
conspicuousness and enhances safety.
LED lighting is also longer lasting and requires lesser maintenance. Incandescent lamps typically last between 4,000 and 6,000 hours and need to be replaced
once or twice a year. For LEDs, the Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) in the same
operational conditions is more than 200,000 hours. The annual failure rate of
100% to 200% for incandescent lamps falls to just 1% to 2% with LED.
Fewer lamp replacements free up maintenance resources for other duties and
reduce maintenance vehicle ﬂeet costs. Lesser maintenance translates to reduced
movement of maintenance technicians and vehicles on the airﬁeld, and infrastructure remains open to air trafﬁc. This lowers the risk of runway incursions,
and increases operational safety and aircraft movements. With fewer interruptions needed for airﬁeld lighting maintenance, airport downtime is reduced. It’s
a win-win for airports looking to reap the beneﬁts of performance, safety, energy
efﬁciency and reduced environmental impact.

winter temperature can fall below 40 degrees Celsius or the scorching highs of the
Middle East where the temperature rises to 50 degrees Celsius.

Q. WHERE DO YOU SEE FURTHER EXPANSION FOR ADB IN FUTURE?
A. Over the years, we have experienced a rapid increase in demand from customers, which has led to a considerable expansion of our offering. We have always
been strong in developing products together with our customers, based on their
feedback and requests. The same has happened with our services and system offerings. They have evolved according to customer requirements. We saw a clear
need to redeﬁne our end-to-end offering and extend it to include our expertise in
airside auditing and trafﬁc management.
SmartExpansion Path reﬂects this evolution, and allows us to support the complete design-build-maintain cycle of airside infrastructure projects. We view this
approach as a complete toolbox for airports to achieve ‘no-stress’ growth.
Our focus, today and in the future, will always be on putting our customer’s
needs ﬁrst. Q
For the latest news on SmartExpansion Path, as Abu Dhabi Airports Company (ADAC) opts
for this ADB turnkey option, see the inter airport show review also in this issue of Airside
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Q. HOW DO ADVERSE WEATHER CONDITIONS AFFECT THEIR OPERATION?
A. Our LED lighting portfolio is designed to weather extreme environments,
from the humidity of Singapore that can reach as high as 80%, to Russia where the
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AirPlus!® is the deicing system developed by Global Ground Support.
Based on technology developed at Wright-Patterson AFB
and reﬁned by Global, the AirPlus!® System uses Forced Air,
either alone or in combination with deicing ﬂuid to remove various
forms of frozen contamination from the critical surfaces of aircraft.
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JBT INKS JOINT MARKETING
DEAL WITH AMSS
BIG NEWS FROM THE ﬁrst day of the inter airport
exhibition in Munich included the announcement
that GSE suppliers JBT and AMSS had signed a joint
marketing agreement concerning the sale of certain products within the military ground support
equipment segment.
The global, multi-year deal will see the two
companies bring to their respective markets their
combined portfolio of complementary products,
giving their military customers access to what
they describe as “a broad range of ground support
equipment capable of supplying the conditioned
air, high-pressure air, and electrical power needs
of virtually all US and NATO ﬁghter, trainer, cargo, naval, and specialty military aircraft”. JBT and
AMSS will also jointly offer a range of air-transportable, military air cargo loaders.
Joint selling efforts may be conducted if and as
required, while the new deal also includes a manufacturing angle, with certain product designs expected to be modiﬁed to meet local requirements
or to be regionally manufactured.
According to a statement from the companies:
“By combining extensive market knowledge, regionalised manufacturing, and broadened support capabilities with a variety of complementary
ground support products, the JBT and AMSS agreement will result in a more comprehensive product
offering and support structure for customers right
across the globe.”

Looking back
to Munich

There’s no way of covering all the news from the recent inter airport Europe exhibition in Munich –
which involved a total of 676 exhibitors from 44 countries… but here are some of the highlights from
the airside world

INNOVATION AT JBT
Both JBT and AMSS exhibited a range of products, some of them virtually new to the market,
at the exhibition. On the JBT stand were units
including the 180kW D180 diesel GPU, ideal for
serving the needs of the new A350 and B787
‘Dreamliner’ aircraft that require just that bit
more power than other, traditional widebodies
of similar class, and its Combo PCA/400Hz cart,
which provides 20 tons of air conditioning and
90kW of power.
The latter was designed specifically for FedEx
to provide both power and pre-conditioned air,
but fixed-base operators (FBOs) and airports with
relatively little fixed power/PCA support infrastructure and plenty of remote stand operations
have also shown a lot of interest in the electrically powered unit. Amongst its many advantages, it is “whisper quiet”, says JBT AeroTech’s vice
president and general manager, Jetway Systems,
Brian DeRoche.
The other Jetway Systems product promoted at
inter airport was the 400DH mobile diesel heater,
a compact and portable unit offering heating for
aircraft, hangars and GSE.
Away from the Jetway Systems portfolio, in the
tug-tractor range of the JBT operation, vice president and general manager Chuck Durst explained
the beneﬁts of three other products on display on
the JBT stand. The ﬁrst was the Ranger 7-tonne
loader, a complementary vehicle to the well-known
JBT Commander, which Durst describes as the fastest loader of its type on the market today.
Also on show was the B250 tractor, introduced
in North America just last year and now being promoted in the European market. Offering “superior
performance” alongside low maintenance requirements, the tractor is a very efﬁcient handler of aircraft up to A320 Family/B737 size. And the third
unit was JBT’s Tier 4 engine emissions-compliant
Tempest de-icer.
It’s not just new equipment that JBT is developing. Systems and support are also key value propositions. Thus, JBT offers its iOPS, or Intelligent
Operations Performance System. This was ﬁrst introduced a decade or so ago, but there have been
major developments in the system in the past few
years and it is now a key part of the JBT product
and system portfolio.
iOPS operators can access intelligent system
performance monitoring and tracking data. The
system can be retrofitted to existing units as
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Phoenix is in the
bottom left of
this picture of the
Goldhofer and
Schopf stand at
inter airport 2015

GOLDHOFER AND SCHOPF LAUNCH PHOENIX FROM THE FLAMES
THE COMBINED ENTERPRISE that is the former Goldhofer and Schopf companies took the
opportunity at inter airport to launch a new towbarless tractor, the AST-2P/X Phoenix (the
‘P’ represents the standard Performance model, the ‘X’ the eXtended performance variant).
Goldhofer and Schopf AST-2s serve the middle range of aircraft sizes, the AST-1s handling
the larger A380 and B747 types, the AST-3s the smaller aircraft types. But the new AST-2
Phoenix variants can pull approximately 80% of aircraft ﬂying today, says Goldhofer sales
director, airport technology, Thomas Kramer – from smaller Fokker 70/100s right up to the
biggest of the B777 family aircraft. The P and X models represent the latest (fourth) generation of the Goldhofer AST-2 tug.
This latest model has undergone extensive testing both of individual components and
the vehicle as a whole, including successful operational trials at Switzerland’s Zurich International Airport. Its performance offers many advantages over similar towbarless trucks,
explains Kramer and Goldhofer managing director Stefan Fuchs. It can reach a maximum
speed of 32km/h, it boasts a differential lock for optimum traction even in hostile weather
conditions, and a hydrostatic drive combined with steering axle for smooth acceleration.
The cab is fully air-conditioned and comes with an optional lift and lowering function,
and the new suspension helps to reduce vibration in the cab.
It comes equipped with either Tier 3A or Tier 4 Final-compliant engines and an engine
start-stop system, saving on both fuel consumption and emissions when the vehicle is stationary; the latter is said to be unique amongst this type of vehicle.
The vehicle can pick up an aircraft in the impressive time of less than one minute (unique
on the market, Fuchs insists) and has a release time of less than 30 seconds. There is also a
rapid emergency release option from outside the cab with the ﬂick of just one switch.
The maintenance burden is eased by there being ready access to key components and the
unit has been tested and approved by TÜV, the German inspection agency.
Furthermore, the vehicle is very reasonably priced, Fuchs says, thanks in part to being
kept simple in its ‘lean’ design and construction – although its parts and smaller components
are nevertheless of the highest quality.
The development of the new Phoenix tractor forms a part of Goldhofer and Schopf’s
ongoing commitment to ‘Lifetime Performance’ in its methodologies and its products, Fuchs
notes, adding: “For performance, quality and total cost of ownership, Goldhofer Schopf is
the choice.”
It is understood that a number of orders have already been placed for the new AST-2
model. Production is expected to ramp up to about 30 to 50 a year by 2017, Fuchs says.
As well as the Phoenix, Goldhofer and Schopf ’s stand featured a wide range of other GSE,
including the AST-1X (the latest version of the F396), the F70, the ZH5 hybrid tow tractor, the
F110e electric tug and the STT military tow tractor. “With our highly innovative Phoenix,
we have really hit the nail on the head. Our new aircraft tractor was the number-one talking
point at the trade show, and the contracts signed for advance orders reached double ﬁgures,”
Fuchs enthuses. “The Phoenix has the ﬂexibility to handle 80% of all operational aircraft,
which makes it a must-have for every airport. Our other products, like the STT and the F110e,
also met with a fantastic response.”
“With the Phoenix, we have landed a winner,” Kramer adds. “It shows that co-operation
between Goldhofer and Schopf is producing excellent results. The success of our joint development work proves that we are pursuing a common goal: further consolidation of our leading market position as a global player through groundbreaking innovation.” Q

well as fitted to new models, and is applicable across the full range of JBT equipment including GPUs, loaders, bridges
and so on, offering what JBT regards as an
invaluable diagnostic tool.
All the recent developments in the
JBT portfolio fall within the company’s
emphasis on ‘Driving for success’ (hence
the current pit crew branding being used
by JBT) alongside a reputation for quality.
JBT AeroTech president David Burdakin
notes that efficiency and speed are vital
in this regard. There is only a finite (perhaps only relatively slowly increasing)
gate infrastructure available at airports,
while many gateways and on-airport operators face demands for increasing operational tempo; the only answer is faster
aircraft turnaround times – and highly efficient GSE is required to effect this, Burdakin notes.
JBT therefore has put in place what
it calls a ‘continuous improvement programme’, changing the way it operates in
many areas in order to provide more for its
customers. Given the double-digit growth
it has enjoyed this week, it must be doing
plenty right, he would argue.
AMSS DISPLAYS NEW OFFERINGS
AMSS also had new some products on its
stand, including the latest addition to its
ATLAS loader range that sells into the military market. Also on the stand and painted
in military olive drab colours was its DIS lift
trailer, which boasts a maximum load of
nearly 5 tonnes. Plus, an AMSS PRM40 ambulift was on display for those visiting the
company’s stand.
Andy Cookson, AMSS’s managing director, believes that the deal with JBT offers
great opportunities for the company, allowing it to benefit from the experience
and access to markets of its well-established partner. Meanwhile, AMSS can bring
to the parts its excellent contacts with
continental European, and especially British, partners – not least the Royal Air Force
(RAF). The deal will allow for the cost-effective distribution of a complementary suite
of products, he insists.

SECURING THE CUSTOMER’S
DE-ICING SUPPLY CHAIN
“A SAFE AND SECURE supply chain is vital for our customers,” says Stephanie Hochreuther, aviation technical application
manager EMEA for Clariant, a major player
in aircraft de/anti-icing and runway de-icing chemical provision.
In the European market, Clariant announced the acquisition of Aerochem (Sweden), strengthening its supply of ﬂuid to
Scandinavian customers and bolstering its
production of ﬂuid for the wider Europe,
Middle East and Africa (EMEA) market,
which now involves production at three
sites.
From September 2014, the former Aerochem manufacturing facility in Sweden
continued to produce aircraft de-icing ﬂuid (ADF) unaffected as part of the Clariant
group. Since 2008, Aerochem has been Clariant’s exclusive partner for selling de-icing
products in the Scandinavian region. The
former Aerochem operation is now ofﬁcially known as Clariant Production Sweden.
Today, Clariant boasts three aviation
de-icing manufacturing facilities; as well
as the Clariant Production Sweden site, it
has its original and ‘home’ facility at Gendorf in Germany and another at Rauma in
Finland. The Swedish facility is able to produce Safewing MP II FLIGHT (type II) de/anti-icing fluids; it also manufactures Safewing MP I ECO PLUS propylene glycol-based
type I fluid that is said by Hochreuther to
be especially environmentally friendly for
the Nordic market. Moreover, since the
takeover of Aerochem, the facility can
now also produce Safewing MP IV LAUNCH
(type IV fluid).
Away from the Nordic area, Clariant
has also developed two new ﬂuid types for
the Russian market that are speciﬁcally designed for the long holdover times that are a
feature of the aviation industry there. A new
type I ﬂuid (Octaﬂo Lyod) and a new type IV
ﬂuid called Max Flight Sneg (sneg is Russian
for snow) are now available for Clariant’s
partners in Russia.
As for the future? Glycol-based de-icing
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MULAG HANDLES THE LOAD
AUSTRIAN QUALITY
AUSTRIA-BASED GROUND power supplier Hitzinger displayed a range of products on
its stand at inter airport. Perhaps most prominent amongst them was its D POWER
90 ground power unit (GPU). It is Tier 4F emissions-compliant and offers the latest
in green ground power provision, says Jochen Philipp, Hitzinger’s airport division
manager.
Also on the stand was Hitzinger’s S POWER solid state GPU. S POWER is efﬁcient,
reliable, easy to service and easy to use; moreover, its ‘stack technology’ is said to
combine “active power correction with state-of-the-art inverter technology”. Units
can be combined for additional power requirements, while cabinets can also be replaced both quickly and easily if required.
Hitzinger was also promoting its pop-up pit power provision. The system can be
installed very close to an aircraft, thus taking up little space on the apron and avoiding the need for long trailing cables.
The company is growing quickly, and not just in terms of new products. It opened
a new ofﬁce in Singapore just a few years ago, and one in Florida in the US only last
year. “The market is very good at the moment,” Philipp advises. Because Hitzinger’s
GPUs run at comparatively low speeds, they offer signiﬁcant beneﬁts in terms of low
operating costs, sustaining little wear and tear in use, and being relatively quiet. Yet
alongside that low total cost of ownership that is a feature of its GPUs, they remain
also of the highest quality – and have a global reputation as such – Philipp stresses.
They are entirely manufactured in Austria, for example. Q

Hitzinger’s S POWER solid state GPU

is all set to be with us for many years to
come, Hochreuther says. It represents
the state-of-the-art option right now, she
considers. Monopropylene-based glycol is
not toxic and while it is not good for the
environment if allowed to soak into the
ground (bacteria feed on it and use oxygen from the atmosphere to do so), it’s the
best we have got. The key to future gains
will lie in better recycling of the glycol,
Hochreuther suggests.
Some airports are already using a closedloop system of recycling glycol at their gateway (such as Munich International Airport);
others are having to take it off-site for treatment or destruction. Clariant has no shortage of knowledge on the options available,
and is keen to work with airport operators
and other partners on the best methods to
be adopted, Hochreuther concludes.

LEKTRO SHOWS OFF
AP8950 ELECTRIC TUG
ON SHOW AT THE LEKTRO stand in Munich
was the Oregon-based tug manufacturer’s
AP8950SDB towbarless aircraft tug. Not so
long ago, this particular model gained the
last of its certiﬁcations for use with A320
Family and B737 type aircraft, ﬁnalising a
breadth of acceptance not universally boasted by other manufacturers’ tugs – notes LEKTRO director of sales and marketing Stephen Sipe. It can tow up to approximately
95 tonnes.
The model has been exceptionally well
received in the US market, its users there
including such giants as United and South-
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west Airlines. LEKTRO brought the vehicle
to inter airport to widen its proﬁle in the
European market – the manufacturer’s European customers in the main currently lie
amongst business jet and ﬁxed-base operators (FBOs) rather than passenger carriers,
although Turkish Airlines has taken a LEKTRO tug for its maintenance operation.
The AP8950SDB is simply built, requiring comparatively little training and little
maintenance, Sipe observes. It is also inexpensive to operate and, being entirely
electric, green, adds LEKTRO president Eric
Paulson. Alongside every other of the tugs
sold by the company, it is supported by a
weight of after-sales support. Indeed, says
Sipe, “We bury our clients with customer
service. We said right from the beginning
that ‘our customers will always be right’,
and we just don’t have unhappy customers.”
Some of those customers have been
around a long time, because LEKTRO is
celebrating its 70 th anniversary this year.
Yet it hasn’t stopped innovating. It is, for
example, now in the process of developing a diesel-electric hybrid tug. This will
be only the second such hybrid developed
by the company (the first was for a military application – all other LEKTRO tugs
are fully electric).
The AP8850SDAH looks like it’s going
to be “an excellent product”, says Paulson.
He notes that a hybrid variant will allow
some FBO or business carrier customers to
maintain a degree of non-electrically powered tug capability on-airport just in case
there should be a total electrical failure at
the gateway or their own facility within
the airport.

MULAG FAHRZEUGWERK, the Germanybased manufacturer of aviation ground support equipment, had a wide range of ground
and cargo handling GSE on its stand, many
of the vehicles featuring some interesting
capabilities and modiﬁcations.
Its Pulsar 7 E container and pallet transporter is a new variant of its well-established Pulsar 7, the ‘E’ of the designation
representing its fully electric drive. It can
load a container or pallet of up to 7 tonnes
(hence the number within the designation),
and is said to be ideal for any freight-handling airport. The model was developed for
Fraport and the Frankfurt airport operator’s
green technology development programme,
as well as other key customers.
A vehicle has been in trials with Fraport for more than six months to confirm
that a fully electric vehicle can be powerful enough to handle cargo for an A380size aircraft and that its battery is sufficiently long-lasting to get through busy
operational shifts and need be recharged
only overnight.
Fraport is a long-term partner of MULAG, having been a customer for the latter’s
GSE for more than 40 years, so it is familiar
with both the manufacturer and its offerings. It is already a customer for the Pulsar
7, as well as for the 14-tonne diesel version
of the unit. Also available is a Pulsar 7 SL – a
7-tonne side-loading variant.
The vehicle was presented publically for
the ﬁrst time at inter airport. Otherwise,
only a small number of potential customers
had previously been made aware of it.
A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE
Also on the MULAG stand was a wide range
of its well-known Comet tugs, which range
from 3-tonne baggage tractors to much
heavier cargo tractors. Comets are also
available in a wide range of different drive
systems – electric, diesel, hybrid, liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG), compressed natural
gas (CNG) and even a third-generation developmental version called the Comet 3
FC, which is driven by hydrogen fuel cell
technology. Of course, the number of airports and handlers able to support fuel
cells is comparatively few, but the Comet 3
FC represents an interesting glance into a
possible future.
A whole new generation of Comets is
now being developed by MULAG, new variants based on the existing Comet models
but featuring a number of new characteristics and capabilities. The Comet 6 New
Technology Carrier includes a new chassis design and integrated air conditioning,
and supports Euro Tier 4 emissions compliant engines as standard. MULAG intends to
begin offering these modifications initially
on its Comet 6 vehicles, on which production will start next year. Next-generation
versions of the Comet 4 and 12 will follow,
as the new variants are introduced in a
phased process.
VALUE-ADD
Other technological advances are also available to MULAG’s belt loader customers as
required. For example, its Anti-Collision
Assistant (ACA) is already in service on belt
loaders at two German airports (with handler WISAG at Cologne-Bonn and Berlin).
The system, designed to prevent costly and
potentially dangerous cases of ‘ramp rash’,
employs ultrasonic sensors at the front of
the vehicle to ‘spot’ obstructions and then
slows the vehicle accordingly.
In essence, within an 8m radius of another vehicle, aircraft or other obstruction,

the ACA will slow the vehicle to a walking speed. It will also offer an audible and
visual alarm to the loader operator; then,
within a 2m radius of an obstruction, the
speed of the unit will be slowed yet further to a creeping pace. Finally, within a
radius of 40cm, the ACA halts the vehicle.
The ACA must then be overridden if the
loader is to move forward – if necessary, to
be inched forward by the unit’s operator.
At all stages, different audible and visual
alarms alert the driver of the loader to the
hazard ahead. The ACA system has to be
activated by the belt loader operator during approach to an aircraft.
Finally, available for larger cargo tractors is the MULAG EcoDrive option. By
providing automated access to an additional gear on the tractor’s drive system, a
savvy operator can save as much as 4% on
fuel over any given period and noise can
be lowered by as much as 50%. There are
also fewer emissions in the higher gear because of the lower revs at which the engine
then functions. EcoDrive can be retroﬁtted
to most newer MULAG cargo tractors, and
it will available on new vehicles. It is of
course most useful when travelling at higher speeds over longer distances, just like an
extra gear in a family car.

SEMMCO:
CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS
UK-BASED SEMMCO has carved out a particular niche for itself in the world of GSE
provision, explains managing director Stuart McOnie. “We spend a lot of time talking to our customers, and all the products
we have developed have been developed in
consultation with them,” he says. It’s also
an advanced tooling company that designs
and builds all its equipment in the UK.
Because so much of its product is exported from the UK, one of Semmco’s priorities right now is to lower shipping costs
and thereby minimise the price of the
equipment for the customer. One way to
do that, McOnie explains, is to make products – such as Semmco’s SMART Trolley,
designed to carry three nitrogen cylinders
– that are simple and modular, easily put
together on-site. And, as a result of this new
production process, the new SMART Trolley
can be shipped out of the UK to anywhere
in the world within 24 hours of an order
being received.
Another focus has been on making products that are as applicable as possible to a
wide range of aircraft types and sizes. Thus,
for example, the set of maintenance stairs
that were on display at the Semmco stand
can be used on the whole range of A320 family aircraft and can be used to access all likely areas of attention on the aircraft – be it
the cargo bay, cockpit windscreens, passenger doors, auxiliary power unit, engines, etc.
Semmco also ensures it remains as
lean as possible in its design and manufacturing processes to keep costs down,
McOnie informs.

dBD COMMUNICATIONS
LOOKS TO BREAK INTO
THE AVIATION SECTOR
UK-BASED dBD Communications is a supplier of – amongst other things – wireless
communication headsets and, until now,
has conﬁned much of its efforts to the rail
industry (in which it is now a leading market player in the UK). But managing director
David O’Connell is keen to deploy his and
the company’s experience and expertise
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into the aviation segment too.
dBD Communications offers a wide
range of headsets for all sorts of applications – ones with noise suppressors on one
or both earpieces/domes, ones with the
strap over the head, ones held round the
back of the head (for users wearing hard
hats or helmets, for example), and so on.
All employ modern Bluetooth communication technology that allow for use at long
range while retaining clarity of speech. “By
untethering the user, we reduce hazards associated with cable assemblies,” O’Connell
notes. Freedom of movement is particularly
valuable in the potentially dangerous airside environment.
Minerva is the brand name for the pushback communication system offered by dBD
that was speciﬁcally designed for aircraft
marshallers. Any user such as a marshaller
wanting to communicate with an aircraft
ﬂightdeck plugs the Minerva foam casing
intercoms box into the same input point
on the aircraft as he/she would a standard
radio communication cable – and Minerva
wirelessly transmits all communication
without the need for the user to be tethered
to the aircraft. The intercom is effective out
to a range of at least 100m and has a 24hour battery life; it can be integrated with
back-to-back radio. Trials of the system have
been undertaken at London Heathrow by
dnata, O’Connell conﬁrms.
Another point-to-point intercom system effective out to 100m, Athena, is ideal
for aircraft de-icers, offering a 20dB noise
suppression effect through the domes
that could be invaluable for any de-icer

otherwise at least partially deafened by the
noise of the machinery he/she is operating,
O’Connell explains. This two-user duplex
communication system has – like Minerva –
a 24-hour battery life and can be integrated
with back-to-back radio.
Finally, the Apollo system allows up
to eight individuals to communicate independently over the same intercom system.
The system can be integrated into vehicles
such as tugs or other towing vehicles and
has a range out to 500m when used in tandem with additional antennas. Suitable for
ground handling crews, Apollo incorporates
dBD’s digital signal processing (DSP) technology that reduces ambient noise.
dBD undertakes assembly and integration of its products in the UK. It has two
sites in Basildon, having recently opened
up the second location as a result of the
rapid growth that it has enjoyed. Over the
last three years, the company has tripled its
turnover, for example. All its products are
rigorously tested and user feedback sought,
with the result that the dBD systems are extremely reliable – O’Connell claims 99.4%
reliability on Athena systems after heavy
use, for example.

MSG DE-ICE DEMONSTRATES
THE INNOVATIVE RS 500
MSG DE-ICE, A TELEMARK, Norway-based
enterprise, is working on an innovative
approach to aircraft de/anti-icing. General
Manager Svein Maeland has developed the
concept and associated technologies for an

JMS GROWS ITS GEOGRAPHICAL FOOTPRINT
MATTHIAS KORWARD, managing director and chief operating ofﬁcer of GSE supplier Jet
Maintenance & Service (JMS), was on the company’s stand to explain something about the
company and what it offers. The ﬁrm was established about ﬁve years ago by a team of experienced executives who had previously worked together at another GSE supplier. They have
since specialised – in the main – in offering jacks, lifts and towbars to the aviation market.
JMS has also spread its wings into offering specialised GSE products into niche markets
such as customised jacks
for the MS-21 Irkut jet airline project in Russia and
engine installation equipment for Sukhoi for the
Superjet 100 twin-engine
aircraft development programme.
“We’re bringing new innovation to the industry,”
Korward asserts, “bringing further improvement
to some traditional equipment.” He is looking to
grow the business into new
areas, as well as expanding it in existing markets.
Business in the Russian
market was particularly
good, up until the onset of
A JMS axle jack in operation
the Ukraine crisis, but sales
into Asia have also been
increasing and the US market is also becoming more appealing given the favourable eurodollar exchange rate (although JMS’s high-quality products can suffer in terms of price comparison with cheaper, mass-produced US items, Korward admits).
An agent in the US is helping to develop JMS’s footprint that side of the Atlantic. Based
in Seattle, it is particularly well positioned to work with original equipment manufacturer
(OEM) Boeing. Q
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under-cover, ‘closed’ aircraft de/anti-icing
process that could potentially save time and
resources, and reduce environmental degradation. The MSG RS 500 is described by MSG
as the world’s “ﬁrst closed system for washing and de-icing large airplanes”.
In relation to de/anti-icing, the whole
process takes a maximum of six minutes
per aircraft, with an anti-icing programme
taking just two minutes. The full operation
consists of three basic stages. In preparation, the nose wheel of the aircraft to be de/
anti-iced is positioned in a track that allows
the machine to be automatically pulled at
the appropriate rate through the process,
before the controller of the de/anti-icing
process (who sits to the side of the middle of

the closed system) selects on his computer
software the aircraft type and the nature of
the de-icing and anti-icing to be performed.
The initial stage of the de/anti-icing
process then begins, when the aircraft is
moved into position along the track for the
nozzles ﬁtted at the end of ﬂexible, automatically controlled arms to spray de-icing
ﬂuid over the aircraft. Once that is done,
the aircraft is moved along the track to the
second stage, when the controller checks
the aircraft to ensure that it has been completely de-iced. He has cameras – both normal and heat-sensing – to assist him in this,
and can also operate further de-icers at this
point to de-ice any parts of the aircraft that
are still iced.

FAST boasts no lack of
manufacturing space

WASP MAKES THE CHANGE… FAST
WASP, THE BIGGEST manufacturer of non-powered GSE in North America, has just got a lot
bigger and, to reﬂect that change, it launched a major rebranding process. President and CEO
Dane Anderson took some time out at inter airport to talk to Airside about the transition.
The acquisition of FAST Manufacturing, a producer of agricultural sprayers and liquid
fertilizer equipment also based in Minnesota, brought into the fold a signiﬁcant increase in
manufacturing capacity, as well as new employees and other resources. Despite having been
known for about 35 years as a quality supplier of GSE, it was felt by Anderson and his WASP
team that a name change was required to reﬂect the increased size and capability.
Thus, WASP has become FAST Global Solutions. The ‘FAST’ represents more than the
name of the acquired company; it also mirrors the speed with which the company can meet
the GSE demands of its customers (a speed only made even quicker by its increased manufacturing capacity).
The ‘Global’ represents the ever-widening scope of the brand and of the markets that
FAST intends to expand into. Europe is a particular focus, but the Middle East, Asia and Australasia regions won’t be forgotten as target markets. New manufacturing facilities might
also be opened up in these areas.
Finally, the ‘Solutions’ represents the way in which
FAST seeks to meet the demands of its
customers, while also offering the
lowest possible total cost of ownership (TCO). That includes being
happy to customise equipment if so
desired by a client, Anderson notes.
FAST Global
It has been a “soft switch-over”, Anderson
Solutions’ new side-tow
reports, FAST Global Solutions wanting to make sure
European Dolly was
on display on the FAST
that the customers of both WASP and the previous FAST are not left
stand at inter airport
behind in the move and feel comfortable with the changes.
The acquisition has added signiﬁcant new manufacturing capacity and the new FAST will beneﬁt from economies of scale. Both industries use similar raw
materials and, in fact, not dissimilar manufacturing processes, Anderson says. That allows
for production to be switched from one production line at one facility to the other fairly
simply. There has already been plenty of collaboration between the two sites, he points out.
EUROPEAN DOLLY
On the FAST stand at inter airport was the company’s all-new side-tow European Dolly.
This dolly has manoeuvrability and the safety of the operator at the heart of its design
(the latter has become a major focus of many of the company’s customers in recent years,
Anderson informs).
This new dolly ﬁts perfectly into the new FAST’s focus on the European market. And
WASP/FAST already has plenty of CE certiﬁcation experience, Anderson conﬁrms. Q

FAST’s Windom site
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Finally, the third part of the process sees
the aircraft further robotically sprayed with
anti-icing ﬂuid. Underneath the surface of
the closed system in which all this is taking
place are tanks that can collect the ﬂuids
used during the process; that ﬂuid can then
be either treated on-site or taken elsewhere
for treatment or disposal.
The concept should see a saving in the
time taken to de/anti-ice an aircraft, a saving in manpower, removal of the need for
de-icing vehicles and environmental and
ﬁnancial beneﬁts in the form of easy collection and subsequent treatment – perhaps
for re-use – of the glycol used.
The whole facility could be switched,
Maeland says, to an alternative application
out of winter – namely, to aircraft washing,
a process that would take approximately 20
to 30 minutes. The spraying nozzles represent the really new technological aspect of
the concept, on which patent is pending
(but whose effectiveness has already been
conﬁrmed by extensive testing, he says).
The Norwegian Government has already
pledged its support for the idea, Maeland insists. He demonstrated the system on a 1:20
scale model at inter airport, but the next
stage is to build a full-size prototype.

247GT OFFERS MORE THAN
AN EVERYDAY SERVICE
PRESTON, UK-BASED 247GT serves the international airport and GSE markets but
does so in a way that is just a bit different,
explains the company’s CEO, Brian Sneyd.
Not long since having celebrated just its
second anniversary in business, the company operates in two particular market segments: by acting as a UK and Ireland agent
for some of the big GSE suppliers and by
offering its own niche products in an easyto-access online environment.
Amongst the big GSE manufacturers
currently represented by 247GT in the
UK market are Germany-based TREPEL
and the USA’s Global Ground Support,
Sneyd informs. With regard to the former, 247GT recently assisted with a sale
of the company’s loaders into a handler
operating in the UK. With regard to the
latter, Sneyd and his team are also looking to help Global Ground Support sales
in the UK, though any procurement decisions on the big ticket items like de-icers
or Global’s Glycol Recovery Vehicle (GRV)
can take time to work through any procurement system.
247GT was also looking at inter airport
to boost sales of a number of specialised
GSE items in the UK market, including a
piece of equipment to effect the removal
of foreign object debris (FOD) from a runway and a new automatic ﬁre extinguisher
called Fire Knock Out (FKO). FKO is small
enough to be placed in a vehicle engine bay
(as well as installed in a warehouse or other
working area); when it comes into contact
with ﬂames, it will automatically release its
contents – namely, the three separate elements of dry powder extinguisher, water
and a ﬁre-retardant chemical designed to
ensure the ﬁre doesn’t re-ignite.
One of its own items that 247GT is selling in the UK is its Passenger Integrated
Guide (PIG), a simple-to-use item that allows
tape to be spread between two sets of passenger stairs and thereby ensure that passengers do not walk towards an aircraft’s
potentially dangerous engines. The PIG has
already been sold to customers including
Menzies, Jet2 and ASIG, and is in use at British gateways including London Gatwick and
East Midlands Airport.

As well as these items, 247GT offers a
whole range of other GSE units and parts,
including baggage trucks and trailers and
airline-branded chocks in a quick and easy
online environment. Purchasers can order
their equipment via Amazon or eBay, and
order and pay via their phone with ease if
desired, Sneyd says.
“We don’t want to be everything to all
people,” he goes on. Instead, the aim is to
supply a limited number of items at good
prices and, Sneyd insists, all items available
in the online 247GT market will certainly
be held in stock.

ADAC GOES WITH ADB ON
THE SMARTEXPANSION PATH
ABU DHABI AIRPORTS Company (ADAC) has
inked a deal with ADB Group for the development of Abu Dhabi International Airport’s airside infrastructure. The multi-year
framework agreement covers design, construction, operation and maintenance of
airﬁeld lighting systems works and service.
Using ADB’s SmartExpansion Path methodology – which bundles ADB Group’s turnkey expertise into eight critical domains:
data-driven trafﬁc management, detailed
auditing and survey to assess an airport’s
safety needs, intuitive airﬁeld ground lighting (AGL) design, innovative products and
solutions, robust system integration, dedicated services and project management, indepth training and proactive maintenance
– Abu Dhabi International’s airﬁeld will be
redesigned after a survey of the existing
airside infrastructure. ADB will speciﬁcally
optimise the airport’s AGL infrastructure,
including lighting, power, control, and surface guidance systems.
REGIONAL PRESENCE
ADB will establish a strong presence at
Abu Dhabi to support ADAC and the wider
Middle East region. More than 70 personnel
across key functions and levels will be located there, as will a spare parts warehouse.
The scope of the agreement between
ADAC and ADB covers three phases: an extensive airﬁeld survey of air navigation and
visual aids, plus consultation with the airport operations and management teams on
how to improve the existing set-up; the design and upgrade of the airport’s AGL, control, monitoring, communication systems
and integration of a solution to automate
ground movement; and, ﬁnally, ongoing
maintenance services.
Speciﬁc ADB solutions likely to be employed include the use of the company’s
AGL and related systems to improve visual
guidance, runway availability and safety,
operational ﬂexibility and capacity. ADB
will install its AGLAS airﬁeld light control
and monitoring system, and integrate an
A-SMGCS Level 2 and Level 4 system for
smoother ground movement. The system
will support air trafﬁc control and pilots in
low-visibility conditions and improve airﬁeld safety.
ADB will also ensure that the infrastructure of the airport’s upcoming midﬁeld
terminal is integrated in this latest airside
development programme.
“Abu Dhabi Airports is taking a visionary approach to strengthen its position
as a key global aviation hub, and we’re
happy to support their ambitions with
our SmartExpansion Path methodology,”
enthuses Christian Onselaere, CEO of the
ADB Group. “We will steer the project in
collaboration with our partners and support the complete survey-design-buildmaintain lifecycle.” Q
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Oshkosh supplies snow brooms to Atlanta
OSHKOSH AIRPORT PRODUCTS GROUP, a division of Oshkosh Corporation,
has placed 12 H-Series XF high-speed snow removal brooms into service at
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport. The delivery takes in six
new Oshkosh H-Series vehicles outfitted with the XF broom system, and
six older Oshkosh H-Series (2003–06) units that were retrofitted with new
Oshkosh XF 20-foot high-performance front-mounted broom kits, including new power units and forced air blower systems.
All 12 Oshkosh XF high-speed brooms include a 46-inch diameter
sweeper broom and dual forced air blowers (producing 450mph air streams
simultaneously from both sides of the vehicle). Each one is powered by a
500hp Tier 4i engine. The broom head and air blower are hydrostatically
driven, with infinitely variable speed hydraulic pumps and fixed displacement motors.
The vehicles also include an active weight transfer system that keeps
weight on the front axle for improved chassis and broom performance.
The units are, Oshkosh asserts, electronically configured to meet the specific requirements of Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport. The
Oshkosh XF broom is available in 18, 20, and 22-foot lengths. Q

Image: Oshkosh, Atlanta snow brooms (caption: Oshkosh Airport Products Group has delivered
12 H-Series XF high-speed snow removal brooms to Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport)

WFS: Platinum quality
PLATINUM EQUITY HAS completed the acquisition of
Worldwide Flight Services from LBO France, although the
financial details of the deal have not been disclosed. Bastian Lueken, head of Platinum Equity’s European investment team, remarked upon the
announcement of the purchase: “We are
excited about the prospects for WFS and
are working with the management team
to execute on the company’s long-term
growth strategy.”
Olivier Bijaoui, executive chairman,
president and CEO of WFS, added: “This is
a proud day for WFS and the best possible
news for our customers and employees all
over the world. It is the start of a new and
exciting chapter in our long history and with
Platinum Equity’s operational support and
financial strength we can now build on
the growth we have achieved in recent
years. Our collaboration will enable
WFS to provide even more possibilities
for our customers and to explore new
avenues of growth.”
Platinum Equity is a global private
equity firm that has experience in
transportation, logistics and distribution services, including aviation.
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Oman Air goes for Swissport
in Europe…

looking forward to developing our global relationship with
Oman Air and establishing a fruitful partnership in the
coming years.”

OMAN AIR HAS OPTED for Swissport to handle its cargo at
its European stations at London Heathrow, Munich, Frankfurt and Paris Charles de Gaulle. The Omani flag-carrier is
a new customer for the global handler.
Swissport began handling Oman Air’s cargo at
Heathrow on 3 September, and the three other stations were set to be migrated across to
Swissport by 1 November this year.
Oman Air’s chief officer service delivery,
Andrew Walsh, comments: “In support of
our world-class service, Oman Air heavily
relies on the punctuality and reliability of
the quality standards of its ground and
cargo handlers. After a careful
review we are confident that
Swissport will be the right
partner in supporting us towards our journey to become
the best.”
And Nils Knudsen, executive vice president global cargo services for Swissport International, observes that the
deal “shows Swissport’s dedication to highest performance
and quality. We are very much

… and Iberia renews handling
contracts with Vueling and
Air Nostrum
IBERIA AIRPORT SERVICES and Vueling, an airline that
forms part of the IAG Group, have renewed their handling
agreement. This latest contract takes in ramp handling at
Barcelona and Jerez Airports, and covers a total of 27 Spanish gateways and an estimated 100,000 flights a year.
Plus, it was confirmed in late September that Iberia had
renewed its contract with Air Nostrum – a Valencia-based
regional airline that operates as a franchise of Iberia – for
ramp and passenger handling at more than 20 Spanish airports. This new deal also includes Barcelona and Jerez. In
2014, Iberia Airport Services handled 59,000 aircraft for
Air Nostrum.

dnata invests in Milan handler
DNATA IS TO ACQUIRE a 30% share in Milan-based ground
handler Airport Handling SPA. dnata also expects to have
majority representation on the board, through which it
will control day-to-day operations. Airport Handling will
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retain its brand however.
Airport Handling supplies passenger and ramp
services at Milan’s two major airports, Malpensa
and Linate. dnata’s investment in the company
is said by the Dubai-based handler to reflect its
“broader vision and commitment to the Italian
market”, where it already operates catering facilities at 22 airports. “We continue to grow dnata’s
international operations where we find the right
opportunities and the right partners. Any acquisition or partnership that we enter has to add value
to our business, customers and stakeholders. Airport Handling’s operations tick those boxes for
dnata,” remarks Stewart Angus, dnata’s divisional
senior vice president of international airport operations.
“dnata is an established international player
in airport and ground handling services. Tapping
on dnata’s expertise, the Airport Handling team
looks forward to further strengthen the quality of
services that we already offer in Milan’s airports
and our prospects for both short and long term,”
adds John Stewart, CEO of Airport Handling.
The deal is subject to competition approval by
Italian authorities and the European Union. Approvals are expected to be achieved by the end of
November 2015, according to dnata.

Fraport maintains its green momentum on the apron
FRANKFURT AIRPORT OPERATOR Fraport AG has continued
to expand its fleet of electric-powered vehicles with the addition of 10 more electric cars, as well as a prototype green
baggage tug.
The latter, manufactured by German GSE supplier MULAG,
is equipped with twin 80 Volt lead-acid batteries serving as the
power source for the vehicle’s two electric motors. The prototype has a load capacity of seven tons and can reach a top speed
of 25km/h. Initial data collected in day-to-day operations have
already shown an energy saving of 80% versus a comparable
diesel-powered vehicle, Fraport reports.
The 10 Mitsubishi cars are powered by electric batteries,

but nevertheless can reach a maximum speed of 130km/h
and can cover 150km without recharging. Fraport’s ground
handling unit uses these cars for monitoring aircraft handling at Frankfurt.
These acquisitions represent part of the ‘E-Fleet operated
by Fraport’ project – supported by funding from the German
Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure, as part of
the Rhine-Main Electromobility Model Region initiative. This
fleet expansion also forms part of the E-Port An consortium
involving Fraport, the Lufthansa Group and other partners,
which is facilitated by the state of Hesse to sponsor the use
of electric GSE. Q

IAG Cargo opts for Skylink
at Schiphol
SKYLINK HANDLING SERVICES, the ground handling specialist within the Rhenus Group, has
been appointed by IAG Cargo as its air cargo handler at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol.
The three-year contract went into effect on 1
August this year. Skylink branch manager Frans
Meerens enthuses: “We have worked hard to win
the three-year contract with IAG Cargo and are
excited to welcome them to our expanding portfolio of customers. In August, our dedicated team
of employees started work with IAG Cargo and the
integrated team is now fully operational.”
Chris Nielen, IAG Cargo’s regional manager
for Europe, adds: “Skylink will help us provide
the high-quality service that our customers have
come to expect from IAG Cargo. We look forward
to working with Skylink and anticipate that they
will enhance our operations at this major European airport.”

Airside GSE can provide the following equipment either new or refurbished
PDVVHQJHUVWDLUV÷ Water servicHXQLW÷ Toilet servicHXQLW÷ Towbars
CarJRDQGEDJJDJHKDQGOLQJ÷MaintenancH÷AirstarWV÷*round power units÷Loaders
Tractors aircraft hydraulic test equipmenW÷CaterLQJWUXFNV÷Ambi lifts with customer service
Technical assistancH÷ TrDLQLQJ÷6SDres support Equipment hirH÷Refurbishment

Astra inks ground handling
agreement with National
Aviation Services
ASTRA AVIATION, an African flight support company, has signed a ground handling agreement
with airport services provider National Aviation
Services (NAS) covering Felix Houphouet Boigny
Airport, Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire. Under the terms
of the deal, NAS will provide physical aircraft
ground handling services while Astra, via its local
company and offices, will handle and co-ordinate
customer requests and manage the administration of payments for airport, handling, navigation
and crew costs.
“We wanted to work with National Aviation
Services because we know they have made significant investment in staff training and in ground
support equipment at the airport. That demonstrates commitment and professionalism, both
attributes that reflect our own company ethos,”
says Phil Eyre, managing director of Astra Aviation.
Astra Aviation is the only flight support company to have inked a signed Standard Ground
Handling Agreement (SGHA) for Felix Houphouet
Boigny Airport.
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